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Mrs. Charles Thurman (confer) and Mrs. Ken Adams are slaws bare Presenting
•
country ham and a basket of flowers to Leroy Milos, President of the Kentucky Chamber of
Coovimorco. at Hui Governor's Tour dinner hold here last night

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

•

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

140
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-
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United Press International

Mayor Pro-tmo, Loonard Vaughn, Is prosonting a plaque signifying that Soirornor
Nunn has been proclaimed an honorary citizen of Murray. Accepting th• plaque in the Gov•rnor's behalf is Leroy Miles. At the far left Is James Johnson sotocutivo vic•-president of
th• Murray Chamber of Commerce.
(Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon)

Murray Stitt. University President, Dr. Harry Sparks,
Is shown hors as he relatifs a humorous story to the businessmen at last night's mooting.

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

$ tit
In Our 90th Year

Burton Is Seriously
Burned Over Body

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 9, 1969

Horse Show Will
Beheld Saturday
- -

Historical Society
Makes Final Plans
For Field-Trip

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXX.XX No. 239

FIGHT HARD FOR INDUSTRY
LOCAL
PEOPLE
ARE
URGED
Five

The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a money horse show
"Autumn leaves will be their
on Saturday, October 11, at five
p.m. at the riding pen located prettiest," predicts Dr. Hunter
Hancock as he makes final
plans for the fall Field Trip ea
(Continued on Page Eliiht)
October 18, sponsored by the
Jackson . Purchase Historical
Society.
Otho Burton of Murray Route two iniles off Highway 94 east
Dr. Hancock. chairman of bioSix was taken to the Vander- of Murray.
logical sciences at Murray State
bilt Hospital, Nashville, Tam.,
Four place money will be
University, is directing the
last night about 8:30 after suf- given with forty per cent for
The Bosses Night program chartered bus tour to historical
Two cars were involved in a
fering burns over his entire first, 25 for second, ten for
collision Wednesday at 5:46
body, according to the officials third, and five for fourth. The planned by the Business and sites in the vicinity of Nashp.m. on the parking lot of
at the Murray-Calloway County entry fee will be two, three, Professional Women's Club for ville and Columbia, Tenn.
Three juveniles and two Uncle Jeff's on U.S. Highway
A group of about 120 busi- unanie wmend the meeting
Thursday,
October
16,
has
been
"October
13
is
the
deadline
Hospital.
and four dollars.
adults, Jimmy Bramlett and 641 South, according to the re- nessmen rolled into Murray last because of an appointment in
postponed,
according
to
the
prefor
reservations
for
the
tour,"
Classes will be Pony, Fox
Mike Atchison, were charged port
. filed by the investigating night on the Kentucky Cham- Chicago. It was rumored that
o. Bill Threat, minister of Trot, English Rack, Western sident, Mrs. Odelle Vance.
Dr. L. J. Hortin, president of
items of value f,
stealing
trip was for the
aik-,.415 then giod.00 including tirini.o ck.icers of the Murray Police ber of Commerce spoofs:wed the Chicago
e Seventh and Popiar Church Rack, country pleasure, west- The regular meeting has been the SqcjetY,.onnounced.
Department. NO lifjOrteS were s4ovomasoat soar of aim snow pumas* of punsuading *nether
of Christ, talked with the family ern pleasure, barrels, pole rescheduled for Tuesday, Octo- ed all members desiring to tackle box, and
ern part of the state.
industry to locate in Kentucky.
ber 21, at six p.m at the Mur- make the tour to make reserva- outboard motor,
reported.
Vantrebilt this morning. They
other items, according to CalLeroy M. Miles, president of
Mrs. Elaine Jones of Kirksey,
ray Woman's Club house.
told ben that Mr. Burton had a (Continued on Page Eight)
tions with Miss Margaret Heath,
Approximately 100 local bus- the state Chamber apologized
loway County Sheriff Fannie driving a 1969 Ford two door
good night, but was still in very
1202 Maple Street, Benton.
Stubblefield. They were stolen owned by Paul F. Jones, was inessmen attended the dinner for the Governor and said that
critical condition.
The historians will visit the
from Bert Gee of Murray Route backing out of a parking place meeting at the Holiday Inn here he hoped the Governor's trip
Burton was seriously burned
historical battlefield at Franklout night and were urged by might land an industry in MurFour.
and hit the left door of the
yesterday when the gas tank of
lin, Meriwether Lewis Park, the
five were arrested by De- 1966 Ford two door owned by those on the tour to fight hard- ray.
The
tbe tractor he was driving exNatchez Trace, the old 1842
puty Sheriff Calton Morgan and F'ay Carson and driven by Iva er for more industry and im- Bob Carpenter, president of
St. John's church built by Leonprovements in the community
Policeman Robert Buie
Hazel
Davis Carson of Kirksey Route
seriously
injured agewhen
the
(Continued on Paps Eight)
idas Polk and the James Knox
Pkded. Balt°11'
56' was
Governor Louie B. Nunn, the
October
3.
on
One, according to the police scheduled keynote speaker, was
aornpicking rig he was driving
Polk ancestral home.
Brainlett and Atchison were report.
"A delightful meal has been
both probated by the Calloway
Damage to the Jones' car was
Cases have been disposed of Murray, cold checking, fined planned at the historic Stage County Judge Hall McCuiston.
on
the right front fender and
Coach
Inn
at
Tiny
Town,
Kenin the Calloway County Court $10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff.
This was the first offense for bumper and to the Carson car
Bobbie
Ferguson,
Maple tucky," Dr. Hancock reminded both men.
of Judge Hall McCuiston duron the left side.
ing the past week. Records Street, Murray, selling alcoholic the members,
A hearing was held Monday
beverages,
fined
$40.00
costs
show the following occurred:
tor the juveniles with Judge
Mary Ruth Kendall, Murray, $20.00; City Police.
McCuiaton presiding. Present at
SCHOOL DISMISSED
Dortha Starks of 208 Sout
Jerry Ray, Murray, Ky., sellshoplifting, fined $20.00 costs
the hearing were Mrs. Sylvia
12th Street reported to
$25.00; given ten days in jail ing alcoholic beverages, fined
All city and county schools Murray Police Department on
(Continued on Pane Eight)
suspended on condition she not $40.00 costs $20.00; City Police.
and Murray State University Wednesday at 7:05 p.m. of the
Lillian
Romans, Hollywood,
be back in court in 1969; Sherwill be dismissed on Friday, theft of a 'addle.
California, public drunkenness,
iff.
Seven persons were cited by
October 11, for the annual
Fifty-three senior education
Joe Pat Winchester bnngs in
Mrs. Starks said this was an majors from Murray State UniLeonard Morris, Route Three, fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State the Murray Police Department
First
District
meeting
of
the
had
not
we
a huge insect which
valued a
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 Police.
yesterday and last night, acEducation Association at Mur- almost new saddle
versity are presently doing their
seen before around here. It's a costs $18.00; State
Joseph R. Hinote, Lakeland cording to the citation reports
about $100.00 and has the brand student teaching in Calloway
Police.
ray
State.
monster with big wings and is
name of "Big Bend".
Richard E. Nipp, W. Padu- Motel, Hardin, driving while in- filed by the officers.
County.
about three inches long.
An 85-voice choir from the
oah, speeding, fined $10.00 costs toxicated, fined $100.00 costs
Each student spends nine
Baptist Student Union near
$13.00; State Police.
$18.00; State Police.
They were two for reckless
weeks doing supervised stuThe only place we have seen
will
University
Murray
State
Mada
V.
Bowen,
Ralph Concentine, Paducah,
Hopkinsville, driving, one for speeding and
dent teaching in his mapor field
this critter is in Memphis. You cold checking, fined
drunkenness,
fined driving while intoxicated, one present four concerts this week$10.00 Public
of study at an elementary or
walk down the street and they costs $25.00; Sheriff.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- for reckless driving and driv- end in Western Kentucky and
secondary school in Kentucky.
cluster around the store fronts
Southern Illinois.
J. Stanley Chessor, E. Prairie, lice.
Calloway County High School:
ing
on
revoked
license,
one
for
attracted by the lights inside Mo., cold checking,
The choir, under the direcJohn Bowen, Hopkinsville, not having a safety helmet,
placed unDanny Bazzell, Murray, industone tion
the windows.
of
Len
Jenkins,
a
junior
der bond of $3,000.00 awaiting public drunkenness, fined $10.- for disorderly conduct and pubrial arts; Gary Wilson, Campaction of the February 1973 00 costs $18.00; State Police, lic drunkenness, and one for majoring in music from Mt.
bellsville, physical education;
Good eating. Sliced Peperoni. Grand Jury; Sheriff.
Vernon, Ill., will appear at
persons were charg
Debbie Armstrong, public Pamela Kelso, Alsip, ilL, physiSeveral
public
drunkenness,
disorderly
Yeah it's hot, but it's good.
Baptist churches in Greenville ed, entered pleas of guilty, an drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs
James M. Kerlick, Cardinal
conduct, and interfering with a
cal education; and Linda Sigand Owensboro in Kentucky were fined in the City Court of $4.50Drive, Murray, speeding, fined
police
officer
line
of
in
the
ler, Henderson, music.
Choose experts always recom- $10.00 costs
$18.00; State PoCity Judge William H. (Jake) M. L. Connors, public drunkduty.
Almo Elementary: Adam Le
(Continued an page Eight)
mend that you allow cheese to lice.
this week. Records show enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- wandoski, Keyport, N. J., physiDunn
temperature
in
orkeach room
April E. Cain, Paducah, speed50.
the following occurred:
cal education; and Carolyn Ann
der to savor the full richness of ing, fined $10.00
costs $18.00;
C. L Means, drinking alco- R. W. Eichert, driving while Rees, Brooksville, grade 2.
the cheese. Not us. We like it State Police.
Four persons were injured
holic beverages in public, fin- intoxicated, amended to reekFaxon Elementary: Thomas
cold. We slice it In thin crisp
Gladys Jones, 205 North 2nd Sunday about 12:15 p.m. when
$15.00 costs $4.50.
less driving, fined $100.00 costs Gaines, Murray, grade 3.
ed
savor
way
we
this
slices and
Street, Murray, possession of the auto in which they were
G. 0. Greenup, reckless driv- $4.50Hazel Elementary: Toni Trayriding overturned about 8'4
alcoholic
beverages,
fined
E. P. Lassiter, public drun- lor, Memphis, Tenn., grade 2,
fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
$50.ing,
(Continued en Pave light)
miles south of Mayfield on
00 costs $20.00; City Police.
C. W. Derington, driving (Continued on Pogo Eight)
and L. E. Clifford, Delhi, La,
William A. Bailey, 1636 Main Highway 121, State Police said.
while intoxicated, amended to
physical education.
An auto driven by Joyce B.
Street, Murray, reckless drivreckless driving, fined $100.00
Lynn Grove Elementary: PaSholar,
South
10th
Street,
May
ing, fined $10.00 costs $18-00;
costs $4.50.
tricia Lassiter, Dexter, English.
field, was driving south on 121
State Police.
M. W. Thompson, public
Carter Elementary: Sharon
George H. Weaks, Route
drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs
Venable, Murray, glade 6; Lin(Continued on Pogo Eight)
United Prows littoral.*lanai
Three, Murray, public drunken$4.50.
A Gospel Singing will be held da Richardson, Greensburg, Ind.
ness, given five days in jail at
Jackie Boyd, public drunkenat
the Grace Baptist Church lo- grade 3; Judie Adams, Murray,
Generauy fair today and to- hard labor; State Police.
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
cated
on South 9th Street on grade 2; and Judith Norman,
Harold E. Forth, Route Five,
ht with rising temperatures
M. N. Mauzy, public drunkenOctober 11,_starting Henderson, grade 1. .
Saturday,
Mayfield,
$4.50.
,Ts afternoon. Cool again todriving while license
ness, fined $15.00 costs
Robertson Elementary: Linda
at
seven
p.m.
night. Friday increasing cloud- revoked, fined $10.00 costs $18
Feltner, Murray, grade 5; Cecebe
at
Among
the
groups-to
iness and mild. High today in 00; State Police.
The auction sale Dy the Band
the singing are the Journeymen lia Wright, Fulton, grade 3;
Marjorie Beale, 1707 Dodson, Boosters Club of the Calloway
the low to mid 80s, low tonight
from Calvert City, the Gospel Janice Hasty, Sedalia, grade 3;
In the upper 40s, high Friday
County High School will be
Aires of Hazel, and many Nancy Cunningham, Dukedon,
in the 80s. Saturday mostly
held tonight (Thursday) starting
Tenn., grade 1; Myra Large,
others.
cloudy and mild with showers.
at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
Centralia,
Ill., kindergarten;
JACKSON(25HL0561202)
will
be
the
masDwane Jones
Items from antiques to brand
YULE FLA. (FTHNC))- Sept. ter of ceremonies. All singers Cindy Pritchard, Wingo, library
LAKE DATA
new Items will be auctioned off
26 - Aviation Ordnanceman and listeners are urged to at- science; and Joyce Dollins, MarKentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9,
ion, library science.
Larry Stubblefield of Almo at the sale. The proceeds will
Airman Apprentice Gary D. tend.
up 0.3, below dam 302.0, up Route
Murray High School; Jimmy
One, age 19, was treated be used to purchase new uniTurner, USN, son of Mr. and
0.2.
Culpepper, Murray, industrial
at the emergency room of the forms for the band. David Ber
Mrs. H. B. Turner of Route 1,
arts: Edwin Adams, Paducah,
CAR FIRE
Murray-Calloway: County Hospi- ry is the band director.
Murray, Ky. is serving with AtBartley Lake, 7 a.m. 334.9, tal on Thursday.
tack Squadron 174 at the U. S.
CERTIFICATE - Denial J. Mcflow.
Ras.eives
biology; Linda Stovaii, Eddyup 0.1; below dam 302.8, down
The Murray Fire Department ville, physical education; Marie
merit Specialist, Field Assioss,, Directorate, Army AviaNaval Air Station in Jackson0.2.
He was injured about the
TEEN TOWN CLOSED
was called to 4th and Main Richardson, Kenton, Tenn., art;
tion Systems Command (AVSCOMI. St. Louis, 1a Wino pre.
ville, Fla.
foot, left hand, and wrist, acThe squadron trains student Streets yesterday at 12:05 p.m. Sarah Strode, Stanley, music;
fantod a department of the Arm,v Certificate up-.n his reSunrise 8:59; sunset 8:27.
cording to hospital authorities.
The First United Methodist
tirement crediting him with 35 years of Federal serylce* naval aviators and ground main- where the car of Ray Munday Joe Stanley, Kuttawa, music;
Moon rose 5:07 a.m.
Peports are that he was knock- Church Teen Town will be clostenance crews in the charact was on fire. No estimate of the Nancy Godfrey, Paducah, music;
The presentation was mad• by LTC Vaughn C. Ernorson,
ed off his motorcycle by an- ed this Saturday and will reeristics of the Corsair II air''damage was given on the fire
Director, Field Assistance. Mctie., resides in Maw Csncord,
open October 18.
other vehicle.
department records.
(Continued en Page IWO)
craft.
Kentucky.
(I'S Army Photo)

Car Collision Over 100 Attend Dinner
Charged Two
Occurs Wednesday
Here For Governor's Tour
In Court Here

Bosses Night For
Club Postponed

'b

He

Cases Are Heard, Calloway
Court Of Judge McCuiston

00
•

Saddle Stolen
From Starks Home

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Seven Persons Are
Cited By Police

BSU Choir Will
Present Concerts

Several Persons Charged
And Fined In City Court

Four Persons Hurt
In Accident On
Sunday At Noon

90

Gospel $inging Is
Planned At Grace

WEATHER REPORT

Band Auction Sale
Scheduled Tonight

Gary D. Turner
In Jacksonville

Larry Stubblefield
Reported Injured

LB.

53 Student
Teachers
In County

PA
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1912.
143 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky OM

Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

THURSDAY -- OCTOBER 9, 19,

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGERS TIMES FILE

ALMANAC
By Gaited Press International

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)--John
Sk'avne's next movie, "Chisum,'
Today is Thursday, Oct. 9,
Graveside services for Rebecca Ruth Weaks, stillborn daughter the 282nd day of 1969 with 83 to will he made for iiVarner Bros
in conjunction with his ovsn
of Mr. and Mrs, Morris Weaks, were held today at the City follow.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Hatiae Productions.
Cemetery.
The moon is approachirg its
WHAT -DOES DRUG
pounds and is different from
Dan Shipley and Jack Mayfield of the Murray Training School ne-w Vase.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the =We, DEPENDENCE MEAN?
dependence on cocaine which, FFA, president and vice-president respectively,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
left today for
The
morning stars are
in turn, is different from de- Kansas City, Mo., to attend
Interest of our readers.
the National FFA convention.
There are many forms of
Mercury, Venus, Saturn and
pendence on heroin.
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams and Curtis Palmer attended Jupiter.
drug addiction. In fact, there
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1500
But all narcotic or maid- the 24th meeting of the
are so many that it is impossi- affecting
West Kentucky district of the National
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y..
The evening star is Mars.
drugs have one effect
ble to have a single definition
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Letter Carriers Association held at Bowling Green.
On
this day in history:
common
in
for all the various kinds.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart and daughter, Lochie Fay, are in
In 1701 Yale College now Yale
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamission
They are ijit5able of creating, Louisville to attend
Hart
Association,
is University, was founded.
the Kentucky Bankers
Narcotic drugs are a worldSecond Class Matter
in certain individuals, a par- state president.
wide problem; and the United
In 1910 forest fires in
ticular state of mind termed
SUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week Mg, per
States and other Nations have
"psychic dependence."
northern Minnesota destroyed
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.50;
set up international treaties for
six towns with a loss of 400
In this situation, there are a
Zones 1 & 2. $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
the control of these dangerous
lives and damage estimated at
feeling of satisfaction and a
compounds.
psychic drive that require
"The Outstanding Chris Asset et a Canintunity is the
$100 million.
periodic or continuous adminisHere is where difficult deciIntegrity et its Newspaper"
In 1939 a German submarine
tration of the drug to produce
sions arise as to the kind or
seized the U.S. merchant ship
pleasure or to avoid discomdegree of addiction that differCity of Flint and escorted it
THURSDAY - OCTOBER 9, 1969
ent drugs cause.
fort. The mind craves and leans
the
Soviet port of
. . . If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and into
drug.
on
the
As the World Health OrganiMurmansk. It was released 12
Matthew
me.
follow
16:24.
cross,
up
take
his
and
In physical drug dependence,
zation, which works on such
Lent comes each year to remind us the symbol of Christianity days later.
the body craves and leans on
QUICK ACTION NEEDED
problems, has found, there are
In 1968 Pope Pius died at the
is
not a couch but a cross.
drug.
the
narcotics
anti
kinds
of
•
so many
Vatican. He was the 261st
their effects vary so that a
There are intense physical
Pontiff of the Roman Catholic
Ledger and Times carried an in-depth story
scientifically sound, single standdisturbances when the drug is
Church.
on the situation in the Murray Sanitation System.
stopped or when its action is
ard for drug addiction, satisaround
the
the
affected
use
by
factory
for
administratiori
As the man once said "the status quo is the mess what we
world, could not be made.
of a specific antagonist.
'sin.
A thought for the day - John
Psychic dependence on a drug
A team of medical and scienBurroughs said- "Time does
"The mess what" the Sanitation System is in is the fact
can develop without physical detific authorities for WHO has
not become sacred to us until
pendence. Physical dependence,
that their rolling stock is fast approaching the age when it will
been able, however, to develop
we have lost it."
as well, can develop without
conclusions
on
useful
some
become obsolete. In fact three of the trucks are over five years
psychic dependence. Whichever
drug dependence that help us
old, the age which is described as the maximum age that one
the case, if any narcotic or
to understand it.
Von Haam said. "This
dangerous drug is not taken for
cauki expect decent service firym the vehicles.
COLUMBUS UPI): Re_.__.For one thing. the term, drug
medical or health purposes under
brings
us to the conclusion
searchers
* TODAY *
at Ohio State
dependence, cannot be sepaSuperintendent Rex Billington has performed in a superior
appropriate medical supervision,
that there is great merit in
University announced a
whatever
from
rated
is
drug
in
manner since the system was first put into operation. and in
the results have the potential
thru Saturday
study of computerized data
discussion. Dependence on amexamining this younger age
of eventual trouble, or even
spite of some slight inconveniences suffered by customers from
on examinations of 138,000
phetamines, or pep pills, for
group.
disaster, for the individual.
women showed the use of
example, relates to those comtime to time, the system as a whole has operated well and
"I absolutelyrecombirth control pills does not
smoothly.
What's wrong
mend," he added, "that
increase a woman's risk of
cancer.
This,has been almost solely because of the dedication of Mr.
women between the ages of
25 and 65 need never fear
Billington to this new system.
DR. EMMERICH Von
(cervical cancer) if they
Haam, professor of patholoWhen this operation first started, he did not have so much
gy at OSU and medical
have a Pap smear taken
as a pencil. He had no office, no desk, no equipment. The city
director of the study sponevery year by their doc.iecomatinvit CHER'COLOR 171'241
started the Murray Sanitation System with two vehicles on Desored by the Air Force,
tor."
t 1969 A miterICto, nt
er no bawl Pictunile
said
the examinations did,
cember 1, 1961, and as the city expanded and the need for more
however,
VON
reveal
a
HAAM
relationsaid
theservice was evident, more trucks were added to the fleet of
ship between menstrual
study also determined that
disorders and -cancerous or
7 compactor type trucine.-a
history of painful menpre-cancerous
disorders.
The ,city of Muney was among the first to utilize the land
struation was connected
The cancerous or pre-cam
fill method.of garbage diapeaaal.
with cancerous or pre-cancerous disorders, Von
THRU
One great difficulty with this system is that the rates are
Hann added, usually were
cerous Pap smears.
WITH HELEN STACY
detectable by pap tests.
OCT. 21
such that they meet the payroll of the system, but are not large
trAiltiM
He said researchers also
„"We strengthened prefound that a medical histoenough to take care of replacement of equipment. Each of the
vious conclusions that use
MAGICAL
'TIME
A
PLAY-PARTY
BE
TIME
CAN
OLD
ry of certainacervical disorvehicles cost from 18.000 to $10.000 so replacement is not a small
of birth control pills did
A
These are the days of the festival . . . and they are gala
JEROME H111.1_1141AN..111HN
ders, such as cystic cervitis,
Hl ESIM.1,14
not
change
the predi posiitem. The city has purchased new vehicles from the general and gladsome, made so by friends, neighbors and visitors gath
1•ROIll'eT1111.4
tion toward cancer," Vonpost-coital bleeding and
fund.
ering in fun and fellowship. There are festivals to tobacco, walHaam said. "We also found
Elt/STIN
-4
spotting between menstruaThis constant need to add new equipment to the city's fleet nuts, sorghum, bananas, apples . .. the list could be endless .
that use of intrauterine detion periods, was common
HOFFIVI
AN
the excuse for a festival is always valid.
vices, although in many
among women who had abof vehicles is one of the reasons for the continuous drain on the
JON
As travelers make their way over the Commonwealth's
cases causing inflammation
normal Pap smears.
city's financial resources. The city has no reserve fund set up great network of Parkways, Interstates and improved state highVOIGHIT
of the uterus, did not prod"If you hear of a woman
4
uce a predisposition toward
ways they should be on the alert for these well-planned celebrafor such purchases, thus wreaking hardship on the budget.
who had died of cancer of
"MIDNIGHT
cancer."
the cervix, it is from her
We have only admiration for, the manner in which progress tions. Those traveling in the mountain section during October
CCIWIEN:IV"
could enjoy weeketid frolics at Natural Bridge State Park in
own negligence or that of
THe •VA.10RfTY of Air
has been made in the city of Murray with its income so sorely Powell County sffeauld thew nqt locate a bona;fide festival.
her
physician
since
this
(1[,()R•
Force women -examined in
United Artists
short of what has been needed.
type If cancer . . . does not
"Frolic" is a term once used by mOuntein folk to include a
the study were bi4ween 20
7.”
Features
at:
appear
until
after
it has
Both Councilman A. B. Crass, who is Chairman of the Sani- magical night of square dancing, string music, singing and gaity.
and 30 years old. Von Haam
been present five to 14
1:30, 3:30, 7:30 & 9:30
tation Committee of the MUrray City Council and Superintendent An even more expressive term, one used 50 or more years ago,
said the study was the first
years. With the use of Pap
was play-party.
on
such
a
young
group
qf
Reserved
Performance
Tickets Available for 7:30 Show
Rex Billington expressed the opinion that something must be
tests, which have a 90 per
Mrs. Mary Jane Robinson who grew up at Pleasant Run in
women since it was comcent rate of accuracy, such
done at once. if the system is to continue to give service. Three Morgan County and died two years ago in Missouri at age 99 was
monly accepted in the past
- ALL SEATS $2.00 cancers should be curable,"
cervical cancer.
of the vehicles must be replaced in the near future. These ve- the mother of a well known writer and poet, the late Alma Robhe added.
inson Higbee, also a native of Pleasant Run (postoffice Yocum).
"We found a pre-cancerhicles are operating only because system employees have the
Together the two would talk and write about the play-parties in
ous lesion in a young womability and are willing to repair the vehicles themselves.
Eastern Kentucky years ago.
an 20 years old and a can"In those days," said Mrs. Higbee, "folks would work hard
As they pointed out, the proposed payroll and occupational
eerous
lesion in a '25-yearall
day
and
sometimes
all
week,
then on a night near the end of
license tax would solve their problems, if adopted. If it is not
old woman in our study,"
the week all would gather at a neighbor's house for a play-party.
adopted the only recourse for the system will be to increase col- The house plunder
would be moved back against a wall, the rag
lection rates sufficiently to replace vehicles as needed.
rug or faded carpet rolled up and a corner set aside for the banWhatever course is taken, we do know that the Murray jo pickers and fiddlers, then the frolic got underway."
Those nights in a mountain home were magical nights.
Hospital Report
Sanitation System is performing an outstanding job in the face
Flickering light from a fireplace played over the faces of the
of great difficulty. The system does have a headquarters now musicians, solemn as they played the tragic music
of Molly Bonfrom which the system can be operated. It is equipped with a der who was killed by her true love Jimmy Randall, and gay as
telephone and heating facilities, but it has no water supply, nor they fingered the tune to Erin Go-Braugh and Ireland's Green ADULTS 97
Shore.
repair facilities.
The Saturday night square dances at Natural Bridge, dir- NURSERY 7
We hope that the council will take the action necessary to ected by Richard Jett of West Liberty (native of Breathitt Coun- OCTOBER 6, 1969
put this valuable asset to the city in good operating condition ty), are similar to an old-time frolic and play-party.
ADMISSIONS
The lighting on the outdoor patio on Hoedown Island is
and on a sounder basis.
provided by electricity, but giant trees rimming the dance pavilSuperintendent Billington has long sounded the alarm, an ion and swayed by a gentle breeze give the same flickring effect
Mrs. Linda Broach, Hale's
Trl. Crt., Murray; Mrs. Annette
his cries are being proved to be true.
on the faces of the dancers and on-lookers.
These dances are family-fare, youngsters joining the fun Collie, Rte. 6, Murray; Miss
If something is not accomplished in the near future, t
Laura Rogers, 101 No. 17th St.,
Murray Sanitation System will be a system without the ability with oldtimers or sometimes in special dances for themselves Murray; Miss Barbara
Bond,
The "house plunder" in this instance consists of benches and
to function.
bleacher-type seats placed out of the way of dancers but ad- Hester Hall, Box 807B MSU,
Murray; Johnny Terrell, 607
vantageous for on-lookers.
These are magic moments in the mountains, - moments Pine, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy Orfor friendly talk to spin like yarn from a ball of wool; moments ten, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Irene
for toe-tapping and hand-clapping to the music carried years ago Dick, Rte. 4, Murray; Clifton
Cochran, 1310 Farris Ave., Murfrom across the sea.
But a frolic and a play-party need not be confined to the ray; James Jones , Dexter; Mrs.
mountains. People are people and a friendly get-together can be Luna Wells, Rte. 3, Murray;
a gay and gladsome time in Frankfort as well as in Pikeville, Mrs. Marion Hudson, 908 No.
The moon is 232,271.3816 miles from
Sandy Hook, Puneheon, or Troublesome Creek.
16th St., Murray; Mrs. Margaret
earth-about 130 feet, give or take a few either way,
The meeting place can be a clubhouse with a fireplace at Middleton (II Baby Girl), Rte. 3,
one end, kitchen and gaod food at the other and in the midd'e Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Cindy Natmore distant than measurements to date had
a
string band ringed by dancers, toe tappers and hand clappers. ion, 1002 No. 13th St., Murray;
indicated.
These autumn evenings when dusk falls quickly, and a Miss Angela Balentine, Box 11,
This is the finding of a laser beam which
balmy, hazy day changes to a crisp, cool night with fog pillow- Dexter; Glenn Bebber, Rte. 3,
scientists, after several unsuccessful tries, finally
ing the valleys, chart your travels to include a festival or Satur- Murray; Robert M. Durham, 205
day night frolic. If you do not find one, make one by gathering White Hall MSIJ, Murray; Mrs.
succeeded in bouncing off the reflector left on the
around you singers, musicians, toe-tappers and hand-clappers. It Freda Blanton, 5ll No. 2nd St,,
lunar surface by Apollo 11 astronauts Neil
will be a magical night. The place will be different, but the faces Murray; Mrs. LOUtS2 Mitchell,
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin.
and the music will be the same as the faces and music that cross- Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs, Tyne Fulks,
Strange, that the mission which proved the
ed the ocean and mountains years ago to get to Kentucky.
Allen Additions, Cadiz; Mrs.
moon is not unreachable should also reveal that it
Lula Buchanan, Rte. 6, Murray;
, .
is farther away than we had thought -(Jackson
Buford Brown, Box 491, Murray;
Hardie Williams, Rte. 1, Dexter;
Sun)
Tommie Key, Rte. 7, Murray.
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Cancer Risk Is Not
Increased by the Pill

with...

"Chastity"

NOW!

rwl

IT'S THIS SIMPLE...

Put money in
your pocket and
you spend it...

Farther Than
We Thought

Put it in the
bank and you
save it...

Rapid Except
For Pronunciation

Th

West German transport authorities are setting up
a "He chleis tungsschnellbahnstudiengesellschaft"
(high-performance rapid-transit study group).
The purpose, in a word, will be to investigate the
possibility of developing a "Hochleistungsschnellverkehrssystem" (high-performance express-transport
system).
Envisioned is a network of transit lines which will
be without curves and without conventional rails.
Vehicles will run on air cushions or magnetic tracks.
Anybody who can pronounce this thing shouldn't
have any trouble building it.
- The Cincinnati Post

la

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES

FILE

DISMISSALS

Mrs. Joetta Lewis, Hardin;
Eugene Rogers, Rte. 1, Murray;
Miss Linda Finnell, 1008 Sharp
Mrs. Willie Collins, age 64, of Dexter Route
One died this St., Murray; Mrs. Odelle Vance,
morning, at her home.
307 So. 6th St., Murray; Pauline
Owen, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. WanRudy Hendon, Herbert Perry, Harvey Dixon, and
Marvin Hill,
supervisors of the Calloway County Soil Conservation District, da Campbell, Rte. 5, Murray;
were awarded ten year service pigs at the session of the 16th Miss Carlene Lamb, Rte. 1, Faannual convention of the Kentucky Association of Soil (onserva- rmington; Miss Ann Tutt, Rte. 2,
Murray; William Donelson, Rte.
tion Districts held at Kentucky Dam Village.
6, Murray; Miss Lula Holland
(To Cony. Div.), 303 So. 6th St.,
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., St. Cloud, Fla., are the parents Murray; Mrs. Daisy Hodges(To
of a girl, Kelly Lynn, born October 5.
Cony. Div.), Rte. 3, Murray;
Prof. Matt Sparkman spoke on the National Student Loan Defense Finis Collins (To Cony. Div.),
fund at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
National Hotel, Murray,
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ONE
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Cocktail
Mixed Nuts
with peanuts
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BED PILLOW

Potato Chips

New 13 az. else
s•—
irdwo RH so

88

7

21 x 27 Shredded foam
filled. Assortment of
floral
ticking

88

Aims shiny fresh ...
shows avec.* crisis

)AY *
iturday

21 x 27
Piped
stripe
ticking
with polyester fiber
filled.

•

CORNING WARE

Magnetic

Hair
Rollers

Toast Color Selector dials
your shade from light to
dark. Hinged crumb tray
that snaps open for easy
cleaning.

dam.

AUTOMAT!
COFFEE C71MAKER

Reg. Sr

vt.

RAYON DUST MOP
THRU
OCT. 21

2 SLICE
AUTOMATIC
TOASTER

-

210
0
for i

C YOUR
CHOICE
Plastic Sponge Mop, *lone
Deck Mop. Save dvring
Anniversary Sale on these
fine quality mops.

99

• Seating Unit holds coffee
at
serving temperature
• Stays shiny and clean with
a
minimum of care
• Brews 2 to 8 cups of
coffee
• Handy Brew Selector

MENS 2-PIECE

SWEATER
SET

Jrlited Artists

PORTABLE
MIXER

UTILITY

STOOL

5

97

1r 7:30 Show

Full fashion cardigan,
seven acrylic with fu4I
fashion 12-gauge acrylic mock turtle pullover
slipon. Select from gold,
royal, dundee green
Some sell for $12.95 but
Big K is celebrating with
values and this is one of
the good ones.

STEAM &

GASOLINE PRESSURE
Quality and sturdy design
make this sparkling. streamlined stool ideal for use in
kitchen, den, or bar. Padded
vinyl covered seat wipes
clean in a jiffy.

LANTERN
988

Efficient 3ncl economical . . . Works for
hours on one tank of
fuel.

PAAGAZINE RACK

SLEEVELESSSWEATERS

66

Your Choice

Fashionable for the high school
and college male or the executive crowd. And this sle.,veless
sweater in 100% lambs wool
or combination lamb/mohair
will add to your comfort on chilly days. A tremendous value in
all the new fall fashion colors
and you would expect to pay a
lot more fo, this number.

Gentle Touch

SPANISH DESIGN
SMOKBP TABLE

HAIR
BRUSH
with Free Purse Mirror
choice of blue, pink, or
yellow. Made to soil for
$1.00 . . . Buy during Big
K Anniversary for less than
half price.

TULIP BULBS
Now is the time to plant for
beauty next spring. These ore
quality bulbs and regularly sell
for $1.29.

9-PR. SHOE RACK
1 37
Store 9 pairs of shoes on this
compact durable rock. In the
luxury look of Walnut and
Gold.

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
753-8777

CLAIROL
KINDNESS
"20"
INSTANT

HAIRSETTER
Twenty heat-at-once rollers in 3
sizes to create any hair style
you desire. Reg. $29.95

BIG K GIVES 33 I/3% DISCOUNT ON ALL FILM DEVELC

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-8777

DRY IRON

OPEN
9 A.M. To 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
I:00P.M. To 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

Seri our assortment of hand or
shoulder bogs with buckles, flaps
zippers, brass rings. All the new
est styles. Colors: Black, Cognac
birch, Navy, Red and Sable. Save
during Big K Anniversary Sole.

•
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Mrs. Leon Jones Is
Hostess For Meet
Of DAR Chapter

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. kturkeen

THDialBEll 9 1969

A

Thursday, October
The home of Mrs. Leon Jones
An auction will be held at in the Kingwood Subdiviion
Calloway County High School was the scene of the Septemsponsored by the Band Boosters ber meeting of the Captain
Club at 7:30 p.m. Proceeds will Wendell Oury chapter of the
be used to buy new uniforms. Daughters of the American ReAntiques to brand new article' volution.
will be auctioned. Food and
Mrs. George Hart presented
drinks will be sold. For items a very interesting end informato donate call 753-4968, 492- tive program on the 50th state,
8714, 492-8529, 753-6329, 489- Hawaii, which is
cella:stating its
3772, 435-4051, 436-2371, 753- tenth year of statehood. She
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Wis7734, or 753-5209.
ner, 4844 Downing Drive, Coshowed slides she had taken
•••
lumbia, Ohio, announce t he
on her trip to Hawaii.
The South Murray liontemikbirth of a son, Edwin George,
The regent, Mrs. Leon Jones,
Comthe
meet
at
will
ers Club
weighing six pounds three ounpresided at the meeting which
munity Center, Ellis Drive, at was opened with the reading
ces, born on Tuesday, Septem10.30 a.m.
ber 30.
of the DAR ritual followed with
• ••
the pledge to the flag.
The new father is a lawyer
The Blankenship Circle of the
Mrs. John Nance gave the
with the Motorists Mutual InSouth Pleasant Grove United treasurer's
report and Mrs.
surance Company.
Methodist Church will meet in Ralph Slow,
secretary, read the
Grandparents are Mr. an d
the home of Mrs. Jackie But- minutes of the
May
meeting.
Mrs. George Wilson of Murray
terworth at 7:30 p.m.
Yearbooks
were distributed to
• ••
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
Chapter M of
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AT MUR RAY STATE UNIVERSITY —
the members.
University
E. L Wisner of Gehenna, Ohio.
State
Murray
of
students
The Elm Grove Baptist
national
inter
the
entertained
The newly organized SAR
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wilson of the P. E. 0. Sisterhood
More
president.
htSU
Sparks,
M.
Harry
Church Woman's Missionary was discussed by the
Dr.
of
Saturday afternoon in the home
group.
Murray Route Five are the at a reception
enrolled at MSU for the fall semester.
Society will have its annual Mrs. Jones read the
are
tries
cows
foreign
twenty
than
100
from
students
president
great grandparents.
Jordan, presiplanning meeting at the church general's message and Mrs.
Shown here (left to right) are: Dashrathal Beret, India; Ghassan Halasa,
•••
wife of the
Cornell,
Lloyd
Mrs.
Club;
at ten a.m. A potluck luncheon Leon Grogan read the resoludents
Stu
International
dent of the Murray State
Mrs. Harry M.
will be served and the general tions passed by the Continental
A baby boy, weighing seven director of the Baptist Student Union, Murray; Dahyabhai B. Patel, India;
Chapter M.
meeting will be held in the af- Congress April 14-18,
pounds 4% ounces, named Sparks; and Mrs. George Hart, president of the P. E 0. Sisterhood,
1969.
Darryl Armstrong
ternoon.
by
(Photo
Other letters concerning organCharles Winston Hughes
•••
izations were read by Mrs.
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Char
The Westside Homemakers Jones.
les Hughes, 1004 College Court,
Pigskin Picnic
Club will meet with Mrs. EU
MARA EVERY GRAVE
Mrs. Mary Bordeau, sister of
Murray, on Saturday, October
Broach at 12:30 p.m.
Mrs.
P.
A. Hart, was a guest at
4, at 12:07 a.m. at the Murray•••
the meeting.
Calloway County Hospital.
The Welcome Wagon New•• •
The new father is a graduate
comers Club will meet at the
assistant in the department of Mrs. Terry Sills, new presiTake time out for a portBMW
at
Community Center
geography at Murray State Uni- dent, presided at the meeting able feast to eat before the
thirty p.m.
versity.
of the Olga Hampton Walla of big game. Pack your picnic
•••
Halloween Happening
Grandparents are Mr. and the Sinking Spring Baptist basket and make it a tailgate
The Hazel Woman's Club will
It's the little things that
Mrs, J. B. Hughes of Trenton Church held on Monday, Octo- party right at the field. Serve
Since 1858
meet at the club room at seven make everyday living memorand Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Col ber 6, at seven o'clock in the ham, salami and cheese
p.m.
able. For the family Halclasure of Kintnundy,
evening at the church.
•••
"hero" sandwiches garnished
•••
loween table use a Jack 0'
The study session on "A with lettuce, tomato slices
The Dorothy Group of the Lantern as the centerpiece.
led
was
Fire"
Sherry
Catches
Lin
is
the
Spark
name choBUILDERS OF FINE
and onion rings. Provide
First Baptist Church WMS will Its flickering
candle will prosen by Mr. and Mrs. Elmer by Mrs. Bill Collins. She was mugs of hot
MEMORIALS
'soup
and
a
meet at the home of Mrs. Hugh
vide spooky light. Then bring
Middleton of Route Three, Pur assisted in the presentation by dessert of fall
Porter White - Manager
Noffsinger at 9:30 cm. Mrs.
fruits
and
year, Tenn., for their baby girl, Mrs. Sills, Mrs. Crawford Mc111 Maple St. 753-2512
Durwood Beatty will be pro- on a main dish of beef pataaokies.
Miss Vicki Lynne Spiceland
weighing seven pounds 5ii Neely, and Mrs, Eugene Jones.
ties g&en scary faces with
gram leader.
ounces, born on Monday, Oeto
Harding -Galloway gave
strips _of _pimiento and.
- ------- --(Photo by-Lovel
•••
her
6,
at
9:22
to prayer. The minutes
a.m.
call
at
the
the
Mur.
lar
slices
of
stuffed
green
Fridley, adobe, 10
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Spiceland announce the engage- ray-Calloway County Hospital. of the previous meeting were
All retired teachers are in- olives or carrots.
ment of their daughter, afieki Lynne, to Arley James Wiliam, The father operates a saw- read and various reports were
vited to attend the District
son of Mrs. Howard Wilkins and the late Mr. Wilkins,
mill. Their other children are given. The mission action promeeting at one p.m. in the StuThe bride-elect is a senior at Murray State University Mike, age 20, Max, age 18, To- ject was discussed.
dent Union Building. This is in ly fellowship breakfast at the where she is majoring in English. She is a member of Sigma
FIRST in TOTAL Discount
ny, age 15, Timmy, age nine, Others present, not previousconnection with the First Dis- Southside Restaurant at nine Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Sonny
and
Mrs.
mentioned,
were
Ricky,
age
.y
seven.
FIRST in LOWEST Prices
a.m. Members and their fawn
trict Educational meeting.
Mr. Wilkins is a junior at the University of Kentucky
Eugene Nance,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Arvin
Lockhart,
Craig
of
Lexing• ••
lies are urged to attend.
Phone 753-8304 for the Lowest
where he is majoring in civil engineering. His fraternity is Sig- ton, Tenn., is a grandmother. Mrs. Billy Paschall, Mrs. Dub
•••
The North Murray Hommel&
•• •
ma Chi.
Mrs.
Bowden,
Jerry
Mrs.
Hurt,
Prescription Prices In Town!
era Club will meet at the home
The old Calloway County
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday. December 21,
Nicky Boggess, Mrs. L. D. War.
of Mrs. Robert 13oitnott, 712 Court House on Chestnut Street at two-thirty o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist Church.
Cooper.
Gerald
ren, and Mrs.
(1%11
Elm Street, at 1:30 p.m.
4
will be open from two to five All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
The next meeting will be
•••
1 6 Sundays
Open 9 to 9 Monday thru Saturcloy
p.m.
held Monday, November 3, with
•• •
Saturday, October 11
Mrs. Billy Paschall in charge
The Captain Wendell Oury
Monday, October 13
of the program.
chapter of the DAR will have a The South Pleasant Grove
tena-eaa-eaasere-scesereaeaa-e^a0^
• ••
Mrs. Lois Waterfield was the
luncheon at the Colonial House Homemakers Club will meet at
honored guest at a luncheon
Smorgasbord at 12 noon with this home of Mrs. Viola Megiven by her son and wife, Mr.
Mrs Ralph Slow and Mrs. Price Reyuekls it one pan.
Crawford
and
Jayne
Darrell
•• •
and Mrs. Harry Lee Waterfield„
Doyle as hostesses.
48
•••
on Tuesday at noon at the HoliThe Calloway County Gena- Scott, Calloway County 4-H
participated
in
the
flth
members
day
Inn
in
Murray.
A rummage sale will be held alogical Society will meet at
annual Kentucky Youthpower
Centering the honoree's table
at the Legion Hall starting at the home of Mrs. Charlie Stub- Food Conference held October
Cooking for a crowd? Go
was the large birthday cake doeight a.m, sponsored by the wo- blefield at 1:30 p.m.
Italian with Easy Lasagne!
2-4 at The Executive Inn, Lou•
•
•
nated
by
Richard
Tuck
in honor
men of St. John's Episcopal
Prepared with economical
isville. Both were selected to atof Mrs. Waterfield. Fall harvChurch. Persons having items The Gamma Gamma chapter
ground
beef, this flavortend
for
having
as
outstanding
est arrangements were used at
are asked to call 753-2911 or of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
packed entree is ideal for
vantage points on the tables.
the Community Center at 7:30 leadership record in 4-H club
753-7300.
work and interest in the food
•••
Following the luncheon a fel- informal gatherings points
p.m.
industry of Kentucky. They reout Reba Staggs, home econ•
•
•
lowship
hour was enjoyed.
The Lynn Grove PTA will
presented
the
Youthpower
omist with the National Live
Twenty-five
friends
and
sponsor a turkey shoot at the The Mettle Bell Hays Circle group of the Purchase area.
neighbors of Mrs. Waterfield Stock and Meat Board.
Conservation Club on the Ern- of the First United Methodist
were included in the hospitalEasy Lasagne
Church WSCS`will meet at the
The 3 day conference was atity including Mr. and Mrs. John 8 pounds ground beef
est Bailey farm at ten a.m.
p.m.
hall
at
7:30
social
tended by teenagers represent• ••
B. Grubbs of Charleston, West
cup lard
•••
ing 4-H clubs, Future Farmers,
Virginia.
2 quarts onion, chopped
A dance will be held at the The Bethany Sunday School
Homemak•
Future
Scouts,
•••
6 cloves garlic, chopped
Calloway County Country Club Class of the First Baptist Boy
Distributive Education Club,
4 cans (1 pound, 12 ounces
from nine p.m. to one a.m. with Church will meet at the home era,
power group from
music by Jack Stalcup and his of Mrs. E. P. Heater at seven and a Youth
each) tomatoes
Area.
Purchase
the
Orchestra. The dinner has been p.m.
3 cans (12 ounces each)
Pork's
New
Image
inthe
food
Sponsored
by
cancelled due to the Murray
• • •aa
tomato paste
Kentucky with Farm
Reflects Less Fat
State University football game. The Cerdelia Erwin Circle of dustries of
Darrell Crawford
3 tablespoons salt
and
state
agencies
coopBureau
The charge will be six dollars the South Pleasant Grove Una.
1 teaspoon pepper
But More Protein
erating, the conference objecper couple.
WSCS tives are to dramatize statewide
Church
1 tablespoon basil (leaf)
Methodist
ed
• ••
What is pork's "new 2 tablespoons oregano
will meet at the church at sev- concern about teenage eating
Slippers
and
The Boots
image" that's making meat
(leaf)
en p.m.
habits and the cultural, social
Square Dance Club will have
• ••
market news?
4 bay leaves (optional)
economic
value
of
food;
to
and
an open house at the Murray The Sigma Department of
According to meat expert 2 pounds lasagne noodles
American Legion Hall at eight the Murray Woman's Club will develop cooperation between
Reba Staggs of the National 2 pounds Cheddar cheese,
p.m. Bill Dunn will be the cal- have an open meeting at 7:30 youth groups; to increase ungrated 12 quarts)
Live Stock and Meat Board,
ler. Everyone, including chil- p.m. at the club house. Hostew- derstanding of the farm-to-table
it is a slimmer, trimmer porkCook ground meat, onion
dren and teenagers, are wel- es will be Mesdames Joe Hal story; to improve teenage nutrition; and to acquaint teenagers
er that could be termed and garlic in lard slowly,
come to attend.
Spann, Chad Stewart, Bill Thur- with a better understanding of
streamlined. Scientific meth- stirring occasionally, until
•••
man, Virgil Harris, and John food careers.
ods of breeding and feeding meat is browned, about 30
Sunday, October 12
Purdana. A discussion on huphi* closer trimming of fat minutes. Pour off drippings.
The Murray-Calloway County man relations is scheduled.
Delegates visted the food
have produced this better- Add tomatoes, tomato paste,
Shrine Club will have its month••
processing and distributing •
than-ever pork.
salt, pepper, basil, oregano
The Theta Department of the tablishment in the Louisville
Calories have been cut 36 and bay leaves. Mix well.
Murray Woman's Club will meet area during the conference.
percent while the protein Simmer mixture 30 minutes,
Delegates are charged with
at the club house at 7:30 p.m
content has increased more stirring occasionsaly. Cook
Rev. Stephen Mazak, Jr., will the responsibility to tell the
thart 22*percent. This modern lasagne noodles. Drain and
speak on "Morality and Mass "food story" in their home comleaner pork its a boon to to- divide noodles into 4 equal
Media". Hostesses will be Mes- munities, through radio, televisday's calorie-conscious home- parts. In each of two 203/
4"
dames Lee Tinsley, John Nance, ion, newspaper articles and by
makers and their families. r 121
/
4" x 4" pans, alternate
and Wayne Darnell. Names will speaking to civic clubs, school
cooked
For example, 1
assemblies, PTA., youth groups
layers of ingredients as folbe tabled.
1
2 ounces) lows: 1 quart meat mixture,
pork loin chop (3/
Jeri, Scott
1 4 of the lasagne noodles, 1
provides only 250 calories. quart meat mixture, 2 cups
and Farm Bureaus.
1
2 of the reBoth Darrell and Jayne will Of course additional ingre- grated cheese, /
be available to tell the food dients used in preparation maining meat mixture, 1/4
---------_
story to your group upon re- add more calories. Few ex- lasagne noodles and 2 cups
The
quest. Send your program re- tra calories are added, how- grated cheese. Bake in a modquest direct to Darrell or Jayne ever, in the following taste- erate oven (350°F.) 30 minor call the local Extension Of- tempting recipe for Celery utes. 48 servings.
fice.
Pork Chops. ,

Spiceland- Wilkins Engagement
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Mrs. Terry Sills
Presides At Olga
Hampton WMS

Murray Marble
Works

SAPuie IIIKOUNF PHARMACY

Mrs. Waterfield Is
Honored Tuesday
With Luncheon
Darrell Crawford & Jayne Scott Attend
Kentucky Youthpower Food Conference

Italian-Inspired
Recipe Yields
Tasty Servings-

ifrebafiq4

hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call

Linda Adams
Phone 75343711
Wril

Send the flea circus packing.
Kill-Ko Flea Powder controls fleas,
lice and brown dog ticks on dogs
and cats. Kill-Ko Roach Powder
makes it "curtains" for La
Cucaracha and other performers -ants, waterbugs, silverfish, spiders
and crickets When rt comes to
bugs, Kill-Ko writes their
grand finale.

The Most
Famous Basket
In the World

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Darrell is the son of Mr. and
Mrs, L E. Crawford, Route One,
Dexter. He is a member of the
junior class at the Calloway
County High School and is a
member of the Laker basketball
team and the Bets Club.
Jayne is the daughter of Kt.
and Mrs. Arlie Scott of Murray.
She is a senior at Murray High
School. he is News Editor of
"Black & Gold" school newspaper She is a member of Tri
Alpha, and N. F. S. She was
county Farm Bureau queen
during 1968 and was county
Red Cross youth leader.

ii

Artists At Work
After your little daughrib or loin pork chops,
ter's birthday guests have
cut 3;3 to 1 inch thick
finished the ham and raisin
tablespoon lard or
salad sandwiches, let the
drippings
young ladies invade your
teaspoon salt
kitchen and decorate their
teaspoon pepper
own sugar cookies for descup chopped celery
sert.
tablespoons chopped
onions
Celery Pork Chops

ti
I
1

2

Brown chops in lard or
drippings. Pour off drippings.
Season with salt and pepper,
Add celery and onion. Cover
tightly and cook .over low
heat 45 minutes. or until
lone. 6 servings.

Is the midget football team
scrimmaging in your backyard today? You'll score with
Sloppy Joe Hoj. Dogs. Simply
cut hot dogs in thirds and
heat in Sloppy Joe sauce.
Spoon on buns to serve thi
team-.

The look of love is the look of separates
In our exciting one-piece dress...designed
for the particular woman by Nardis. Fashioned of 100 per cent Dacron polyester
double knit, always comfortable. Colors
of Coffee Black White; Pineapple Black
White; Pepper red Black White. Sizes
4 to 16.

CIrmsnit sor ba n

hope

se%

PARIS HIGHWAY — TELEPHONE 247-2552

Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
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Jarut Hong signs
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Chinese actor James Hong, last of
Charlie Chan's Nun her One sons.
was signed for a-leading role in
"The Hawaiians" which stars
Charlton Heston and Geraldine
Chaplin.
* * *

Debut

4

`Walrus' hurts
her back, bed!
By Abigail Van Buren

Chaptor M of
ate Unlyarsity
rasidant. Moro
fall sornoster.
Jordan, prosi, wife of Nut
irs. Harry M.
• M.
vi Armstrong,

FAY GRAVE

e 18116

Marble
orlu

DEAR ABBY: After sleeping with this 289-pound walrus
every night for EIGHT YEARS-and that is 2,921
nights-count 'em, I am ready to call it quits.
From the day we were married my husband has insisted
on A DOUBLE BED. Don't get the idea that he is some kind
of sex maniac because be isn't. He's just afraid to sleep
alone!
I mentioned getting twin beds once and he had to bite his
lip to keep back the tears.
His side of the bed is swayback just like a hammock. My
side is all right, but all night long he reaches for rue and
pulls me over to his side. I have such a backache some days I
can't stand it and I know it's from that broken-down
mattress. Don't say get a new one. It would be just like the
old one in no time.
Please tell me how I can get my husband to let me have
twin beds. We can afford it.
ACHING BACK
DEAR ACHING: Where have you been? SINGLE
"TWIN" MATTRESSES with a common headboard Meth
king-sized and queen-sized I are available. Run, do not walk,
to your nearest furniture dealer and let them show you their
selection. They'll thank you and you'll thank me.

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—UCLA
basketball star Mike Warren will
make his acting debut for the
Mirisch Company in "Halls of
Anger."
* * *

Sequel
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Producer Rum Meye is going ahead
with "Beyond the Valley of the
Dolls" but with almost an entirely different east than "Valley
of the Dolls," one of 20th Century-Fox's most successful films.
* * *

Ida as guest
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Ida
Lupino, who both directs and
acts, will don makeup for a guest
role in "Family Affair."

&
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meat of copyright royalties for others.
the programs picked.
In the meantime the promise
However, on December 13, t968, of CATV is yet unknown to those
the FCC ignored that Supreme who seek its benefits. InvestCourt ruling and wrote regula- ments are withheld, construction
tions which in effect revised of systems delayed, jobs never
the Court's decision and virtua- developed, cities are deprived
lly froze the CATV industry whe- of needed tax revenue.
homes via a coaxial cable, in
All because, as the old saying
many cases assuring the coun- re it is
goes, a handful of men in Washtry folks better reception and
That, according to Cong. Samregulations.
more choice in channels than uel Stratton of New York, may ington can write the
their city cousins.
be why you do not have the cable
* * *
In those early years all a television
you expected. StraCATV system owner had to face tton says
the regulations literally Drunk driving test
was permission from the city prevent a home owner from being
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) — A
council to hook up homes, Then connected to CATV although his
law recently put into effect in
in 1959 the FCC issued its first neighbor across
the street has it. New York State provides that
regulations covering the cable
Stratton has introduced a bill, police can give a ` breathalyzer'
television industry and the troub- H. R. 10510, which if enacted
teat to any motorist they susles really began.
into law would be the first leg- pect of driving while intoxicated.
Gradually, FCC regulations on islation dealing specifically with
The test consists of the moCATV became more and more the CATV industry. This law
torist breathing into a plastic
Court
restrictive.
cases ensued would give the FCC guidelines
and CATV won some, lost some. for the reasonable regulation of bag attached to measuring devices which register positive if
But in one remarkable Supreme CATV.
the suspect has had an alcoholic
Court case, which CATV won, it
Much of the CATV controversy drink shortly before. If positive
made no difference.
could be quickly solved if Con- the motorist can be arrested and
This was the case involving gress passed a law covering
CATPs copyright liability. In CATV. But in considering this asked to undergo further testing
iii
this fairly technical case, the problem, members of Congress
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
U. S. Supreme Court ruled that also are sensitive to opposing
CATV simply was a superior forces consisting of powerful lo- Stephanie Powers joins Robert
means of receiving television bbies representing the television Morse and Phil Silvers in the
signals and individual CATV sys- industry, motion pictures, and Disney roduction of "The
Boatniks.'
tems were not liable for the pay-

FCC Regulations Replace
Laws Needed For Cable TV
WASHINGTON, D. C. - In this
city where it's often difficult
to distinguish fact from fiction
there is an old saying: "I don't
care who writes the laws, so
long as I can write the regulations."
For the young cable television (CATV) industry, the fact
in that statement has become
all to apparent. Congress has
yet to write its first law covering CATV but the Federal Communications Commission has
written plenty of regulations.
And if you have been wondering why CATV has not made its
debut in your local community,
there's a good chance one of
those FCC regulations is the
answer.
When CATV first came into
being in 1950 in the rual areas
of Pennsylvania, a community
antenna was erected to pick TV
station signals from the air.
These signals were then fed to
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St. 753-21112
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,designed
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Colors
Black
Sizes
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DEAR ABBY: For two years now "Mr. X" has been
living in our house. Some friends think be is my stepfather.
Some don't even know he exists. Most of my friends know
that my mom Is a widow, but what can I say when someone
takes me home and asks whom car that is in our garage?
Sign me
ASHAMED

OFFICIAL JUNIOR

FOOTBALL

DEAR ASHAMED: Don't lie, smilAlliset feel that rat
most account for year usothers emathiet If satesisialike
about the car say, "It belongs to a Mead of my etelker:7.111
does and he Is.
DEAR ABBY: "SAM'S WIFE" asked what happened UP
husbands who worked night and day after having
accumulated a fortune. You replied, "They usually leave rick
widows."
Not necessarily. Her Sam may stay healthy "married" to
his work, but SHE may not be so healthy if she *met learn
how to cope with that kind of husband.
I've been married to a man like Sam for 37 yews, and
for 35 of those years, aside from raising five children all by
myself, I've been nothing but a housekeeper with bedroom
privileges on Wednesdays, and I mean that literally!
My husband has been a good provider, period. We have
never gone on a vacation together, even tho his net worth is
now tin to six fir,ures We have a nice home, nice clothes and
our children [now married] are amazingly well-adjusted in
spite of the fact that their father was always a stranger to
them. [He still is.] He attended our childrens' lovely weddings under protest, and then sneaked away from the receptions early-to work.
He has no personal friends-only business friends. I gave
up inviting people to the house because my husband always
brought home a briefcase full of "paper work" to do.
So, tell wives with husbands who are "married" to their
work to do what I did. Make your own friends on your own
time, and good luck
TOD'S WIFE

5ore.
Price

1 an
it h white stripes.
Ideal for "touch football."

Flexible steel teeth Long
wood flaildie. 4A•ii4-4

SAVE!

63.313-2

Unbreakable polyethylene! Won't
scratch or mar sink. Won'Trust or -chip. '0.223.5

ELECTRIC GLASSWARE
LANKET
&dice
FROM ITALY

DOUBLE BED SIZE

YOUR

Special 799
Purchase

MARKET
IMPORTED FROM
ITALY! Choice of
colors & designs. Big
selection! 50-833-1;2

Twin Bid Size.

7.38
Double Bed Size, Dual
Control ,‘

8.97
CONFIDENTIAL TO "STILL WAITING" IN BROWNSVILLE: Be a little more aggressive, and you will either book
him or lose him. You don't say how old you are, but six years
La a long time to "wait" for a man to make up his mind.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a pet-meal
reply write to Abby, Box 0700. Los Angeles, Cal. seso,
and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
For -Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Woddleg,"
send $I to Abby, Box 69710. Las Angeles, Cal. NM.

Russia Sends
New String
Sound Here

year the nation vibrates to the
Russian halalaiica. Last weekend, Carnegie Hall sold out
completely for three performances by Moscow's Osipov
Balalaika Orchestra in the
wake of the orchestra's first
U.S. appearance on the Ed
Sullivan television show, Sept.
28.
in the hands of these Russian
NEW YORK (UPI)- Russia
professionals, the balalaika has
has achieved a masterstroke of
a tremendous range of aural
cultural subversion by sending
quality ranging from guttiness
a
new
string sound to to seraphic sheen. The balalaikAm erica
whose
youth a can encompass both folk
Is already giddy over any
music and transcriptions of the
instrument that can be classics.
strummed or plucked.
To get the balalaika ball
India has caught the Amerirolling with America's musicalcan air only recently with the
ly turned-on youth. Mercury
guitar, and 1970 may well be the
:lecords has released a collection of "Balalaika Favorites"
by the Osipovs. It marks the
golden lubilee of this spirited
10
group which plays six types of
balalaikas from
the little
"piccolo" to the big "octobass,"
The orchestral potential of
the balalaika family is enhanced
In the Osipov orchestra by
ancient
pipes
and
horns,
accordions, drums, xylophone
and other special . effect instruments. On its American
tour, the orchestra has as its
guest artists the famed Bolshoi
Opera
basso
Ivan Petrov,
mezzo Valentina Levko, also of
the Bolshoi, Ludmilla Zyjina,
billed as Russia's foremost folk
singer apd some delightful folk
dancers.
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MOLL\ WoOD (UPI)
-those Were the Happy Times,a re-edited version of Julie
\ndre..s' "Star! " with a new
prone& • I campaign, will be
released this fall.

LAYAWAY
NOW for
Christmas Giving!

DOUBLE BED SIZE ... SINGLE CONTROL
Special purchase of factory 'rerunsmakes this low price possible. Choice of
assorted colors. 52
,
00-4

NO EXTRA CHARGE!
LAYAWAY TOYS SMALL
DEPOSIT HOLDS!
29-Piece
Big 36"WALKINC
BREAKFAST

SET
$5
Value

396

Metal & plasttic set%
ice for 4. Includes
cups, saucers, plates.
poiT-Ilp toaster, fruit
bowl with fruit, sugar
& creamer, hutch.

FOR HOLIDAY
ENTERTAINING!
-1 Beautifully decorated. Buy several
sets at this low
price. 50-830-1

HEATER VALUES

DOLL
12
Value

ARMSTRONG

BATHROOM
HEATER
10,000 BTU

7S

Sole
Price

70.213.5

"Western Dude"

CIRCULATOR

6"

By Armstrong

CE,

20,000 BTU
Sale Price

IS READY FOR A
WALK WITH YOU! All
dressed up in a knit &
eeiton striped dress with
Itain belt trim, leotards &
shoes Rooted Dutch hair
and sleeping eyes. 70.111

Ride the backyard range
with protection! Includes
250-shot repeating rifle &
50-shot repeating pistols.
70-123.5

APOLLO

497

Quick, efficient heat.
Natural or I.P gas. Si.ii

RIFLE AND
HOLSTER SET
$9
Value

19.95 Value

19 Value
Provides comfortable economical
heating. Attractive cabinet.

979
Solid state Apollo
Space Phone.
Built-in antenna,
press button control. Complete
with 9-volt batteries. 70 112

5
3

Natural or
LP gas

Walkie -Talkie

OTASCO

CALL

40 long
Affiustable
babe Saddle
affitist,trom
23" to
Stt ass rry
Roan iiilot'.
'0 022-g

40,000 BTU
Sale Price
Grows with
th• child.

OVER 470 STORES TO SERVE YOU!
- 6 Mon. - Thur. BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
9 - 9 Fri. -Sot.
PHONE 753-8391
- 6 Sunday

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR
BANNANIF0ICARD

Safe! Exterior stay,
cool enough tercouch
Handsome'cabinet
Natural or I.P gas.
I Oa

6

ehlkexee,...er
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SS,Pensions
To Be Bigger
Next Year

mously for a Social Security
boost of "at least" 15 per cent,
to be effective "not later than"
Dec. 1. President Nixon has
asked for a 10 per cent boost,
to take effect April 1.

By FRANK ELEAZER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Bigger pensions are in the works.
For Social Security recipients, it may mean 15 per cent
extra, raising the average
monthly payment for man and
wife from $150 to about $172,50.
For congressmen retiring or
defeated in the next few years,
it means as much as several
thousand dollars a year extra,
for total pensions up to $34,000
a year.
Government workers generally also will get a better break
on retirement, along with builtin protection (to be provided
also for congressmen) against
cost-of-living increases.
House Democrats in caucus
Tuesday went on record unani-

dci
Sta
ant
of
Cat

oil
wa

pa

their pensions on the basis of
their three highest paid years
rather than their five highest
years as before. The payment
can total 80 per cent of this
figure, plus cost-of-living ad,
justments.

The House Ways and Means
Committee starts work hearings Oct. 15, with approval of
some increase by Congress a
certainty, either this year or so
drawn as to be retroactive.

Youth Dies
In Crash
At Crossing

As for the congressmen, their
was wrapping up
increase
Tuesday with House acceptance
PRINCETON, Ky., Oct. 8—
of Senate amendments to a bill
Rogers, 19, was
liberalizing pensions for al Billy Michael
killed at 7:10 a.m. today when
government workers.
The $34,000 maximum con- his car was struck by a freight
on a crossing between Ky.
gressional pension already was train
127 and Ky. 91 about 3/
1
2 miles
law for members with as much
southeast of here.
as 32 years government serRoger s, a resident of 300
vice, but it wasn't to take full
effect until March 1, 1974. But Eagle St., was returning home
with changes agreed to Tuesday from his job at Grinnell Co.
— unless the bill draws an when the accident occurred.
The train was en route from
unexpected presidential veto—
the maximum will be available Central City to Paducah. J. C.
to veteran members retiring as Cates of Paducah was the engineer.
early as March 1, 1972.
Caldwell County Coroner Clyde
What the bill does is let
government
figure Spickard said the Illinois Central
retirees
train pushed the Rogers automobile 936 feet down the tracks.
••• • •Im
1=1.• SO ••• • 1M,
••••im• 100•••• en, • AO an • MID ••••
•
•
He said Rogers was thrown
• 1=11
• MI
• ••• OD • UM MI•••• NE.•4M• •••• IMO •••••OM =• =11 a IZ
from the car as it came to a
Hi
rest.
Spickard said the engineer told
him the car was on the crossing
Setween two gates and was moving when the collision occurred.
He said the engineer stated
both warning gates were down
partially blocking entrance to
the tracks and both warning
III
light were flashing.
Hi
The cause of the youth's death
HI
was listed by the coroner as
HI
head injuries.
Survivors include the mother,
III
111
Mrs. Miscal Starnes; two sisBEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
ters, Mrs. Clarence Peake and
Mrs. Gary__ Peake. both of
Open l o 9 Monday tbru Saturday. 14 Sunda
Princeton Rt. 2, and a half•••
•
!NM • MEND mm.•••=
•
•
am•im• •••••••••
rother, Robert Rogers, North
•11101. MI••••• ••••• Mt 1••••MN IM1• 1M IM•=• an •00 •00 la ale WM • M. •
Carolina. Funeral services will be held
at 3 p.m. Thursday at Morgan
Funeral Home with the Rev. J.
Howard Sutton and the Rev.
Don Mathis officiating.
Burial will be in Cedar Hill
Cemetery Friends may call at
the funeral home.
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You Are Not Having
Your Prescriptions
HI
Filled at SAINilie
!I!
You Are Paying
TOO MUCH!
Phone 753-8304 for the Lowe:
Prescription Prices
hi
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A new 1600 engine gives Volkswagen's low-slung Karmazin Chia coupe a bit more power for 1970 as A
well as more rapid acceleration for passing. Ranking as the world's most popular coupe, the ICarznann 1
Ghia is available either as a hardtop or convertible.
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
800 Chestnut, Murray, Ky
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CRANES

BEST SELLERS
UPI)

A complete line. America's quality-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
to 36 000 pounds

0.9•%.141qf
Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901 /479 2517

(Compiled by Pablishers' Weald')

Pieties

ROAD BUILDERS
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 East Calho...n St —Mentpts.s. Tennessee
elnatn.oy 51, So.th—Un.on C.ty, Tennessee
linalsway 45, Sowsh — Cores*, Messissopp.

WISHY

•kTHE GOtlfATUIRTNiarii
FHE LOVE NI ACHIMJ acqueline Swann
THE ANDROMEDA STRAINMichael Crichton
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINTPhilip Roth
ADA OR ARDORVladimir Naboliov
NAKED CAME THE STRANGERPenelope Arhe
THE PRETENDERSGwen Davis
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEElessamvn West

WASHY

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

by Charles M. Schulz
11. V 5 Poe 0,-.01.•••••*woo
tr, womil •••••••
ing

'rOU

WHAT I*60iN6

IF YOU DON'T COME RA1381TC14A5ING
CAJITH ME, I'M GOING TO RERXT
YOU TO THE HEAD PEAGLE!

I'LL COME!

NO ONE I.JANT5 ICI FE REPORTED
TO THE HEAD BEAGLE!

I'LL COME:

Nancy

by Ernie Bushnullar
H MM --- IT MUST
BE ALMOST
THREE
'
O'CLOCK

MY CLOCK
STOPPED--I WONDER
WHAT TIME
IT IS j

THE DOGS ARE ALL
WAITING FOR THE SCHOOL
BUS TO COME HOME

th
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ti:
so
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ce
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
WHEN I
UP THIS MORNING,
THERE WAS A WARDROBE OF NEW
CLOTHES IN FRONT OF MY DOOR.
WOULDN'T YOU KNOW THAT
POP'D PRACTICALLY BUY
OUT EVERY SHOP IN
THE HOTEL 7.7

SINGER SEWING
CENTER

SAME THING HAPPENED TO \
ME! I STILL DON'T UNDERSTAND HOW POP EXPECTS TO
PAy FO
ALL THIS.'

AS A NEXT DOOR NEIGHBOR"

(THE COBB'S PARTY
BUT DOBBS IS
HAS CHARGED
THE MAN WHO
OVER .1,000
ARRIVED IN THE
WORTH OF
CU57044-81.1/LT
CLOTHING—PLUS ROiLS NOMA
'
,
THE $1,000 OWED
SiR, SUFMLY )
FOR THEIR RO0mS lOU'RE NOT
AND MEALS'
QUESTIONING
CREDIT.Y?

Irkii4
(C4
V S 00 00 —AD 400 ••••••••1
1.10000 •••••••
&wee Mt

We Understand The Lease Has Been Signed
And Construction Will Begin Immediately

SPEED QUEEN,

WISHY WASHY
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANERS

0Cr
Pt

.
I

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
UNTILTH'CRISIS IS OVER,DEAR —

DON'T GRUNT TO 140 STRANGE
HAWGS,DON'T TAKE P40

WE GOTTA
SAVE
SALOMEY!!

GARBAGE FUM NO STRANGE
SWINE ---

USING SPEED
QUEEN EQUIPMENT
5.• he.
100 low "••••00•00•0.
*mid 0050•0•••••••

DON'T ACCEPT Ho !NAN-TA+SHUNS1
0
NO STRANGE PENS,NOR ROLL'ROUND
IN $0STRANGE SWILL,NO
MATTER
140W TEMPT1N'
IT LOOKS if
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Murray High Homecoming Is SEMO Team
Set For Friday Night Here Seeks Fourth
Win At MSU

Possibly one of the best football games of the season is on
tap
this Friday night at Holland stadium here when the Murray
High
Tigers play host to the Trigg
County Wildcats. The game
will
be the annual Homecoming game
for Murray High and the Tigers
should be up for the encounter.
Reports from Trigg County
say that this is the game they

'or 1970 as
Karmazm

.01Me.o4m10.o41111..1

s M. Schulz

'5 10 OE RfPORTED
BEA6LE
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Cardinals Trade McCarver &
Flood To Phillies Yesterday

aye been pointing to since last
eason and they feel they have
starting berth with the CardinBy FRED McMANE
e material to win with this
als. The 30-year-old Cuban has
UPI Sports Writer
year.
played every position in his
The Wildcats are led by 180
The Southeast Missouri State
•
Watch out, Mets! The St. major league career, including
und, senior, Eddie Radford, College football team dernonstraLouis Cardinals mean business pitcher, and was voted the
who is considered one of the ted Saturday night in its 31-2,4
greatest second baseman in
next season.
best backs in the West Kentucky victory over the University of
The University of Kentucky
The Cardinals, who slumped PhWies' history by the fans. He
Conference. The Tigers will have Evansville, Ind., that is has an
water polo team, after splitting
to fourth place in the National hit only .228 last season but
their hands full with Radford offensive attack to be reckoned
two games in Chicago last weekLeague's Eastern Division this owns a lifetime average of
as well as Jerry Wilson, a 175 with.
end, will meet ninth-ranked Inseason, hopefully solved their better than .260.
pound, junior back.
Nevertheless the Indian coadiana University and Purdue this
There were two other major
major
problem
Wednesday
Trigg County has a solid line ches will probably all breathe
BALTIMORE (UPI) — Earl weekend in Bloomington, Indiana.
The University of Kentucky
when they acquired slugger baseball incidents Wednesday,
ranked
State,
Tennessee
Coach Ron Huebner's Wildcats East
"Young Wildcats" will open a with 220 pound Roger Ladd and a little easier when speedy ru- Weaver,
the
Richie Allen in a seven-player both of which involved manmanager
of
Small
five-game schedule at 2 p.m. 215 pound Bob Upton manning nning back Al Holmes, a junior Baltimore Orioles, has beard lost 17-4 to Western Illinois and No. 11 in this week's UPI
deal
with the Philadelphia agerial changes. In the first,
college ratings, puts its Ohio Phillies.
transfer student from St. Louis, that hitting and pitching is for then bounced back to defeat
Friday against Tennessee's Baby the tackles.
Joe Gordon quit as manager of
the
the
Conference
on
lead
Valley
Murray High will depend on is recovered from a knee injury the birds.
Vols on Stoll Field.
Allen, a constant source of the Kansas City Royals and
The oddsrnakers University of Illinois, 17-8, in
line Saturday night against Ten- headaches
The second game will be a the running of several backs— and ready to take his place in believe it, too, and made the Chicago.
to the Phillies' named Charlie Metro as his
Top Wildcat scorers in the nessee Tech at Cookeville.
merry O's 8-5 World Series
management during his stormy headman. In the other. Dave
home game also as the Wildcats Potter McCuiston, Jimmy Bra- the lineup again.
ndon,
That may be sooner than ori- favorites.
Danny Carroll, Johnny Witwo games were Bill Richards
career, was obtained along with Bristol was fired as manager of
entertain Virginia Tech's Baby
East Tennessee has an eightThis two-ply edge has Balti- and Sandy Wickman with five
infielder Cookie Rojas arid the Cincinnati Reds and was
Gobblers at 2 p.m. Friday, Oct. lliams and Paul Bryant and the ginally expected, head coach Tom
game winning streak with four
passing of Johnny Williams and Thrower reports. Thrower said more fans
Jerry
17.
Johnson
n the
even considering a (5) goals each. Ed Struss scor- victories this year, including two pitcher
in offered another job
Coach Jim Poynter's Young Porter McCuiston which has im- Holmes, the team's leading rush- "seven straight" sweep. The ed four (4) points, Mike Connell- in the OVC. Tennessee Tech won exchange for catcher Tim organization.
er until he was hurt, is respond- Orioles
Wildcats will then play the Mar- proved greatly since the first
knocked off the Minne- an three (3), Jim Rowell two its only conference game and is McCarve r, outfielder Curt Gordon, 54, said he stepped
ing well after sustaining the in- sota Twins in
Flood, relief pitcher Joe Hoer- down because he felt tired at
shall University freshmen at1:30 of the season.
three consecutive (2) and Roger Aleksa and Bob In second place.
The Tiger defensive unit has jury in the Indians 19-13 win over Americ
ner
and
outfielder
an League playoff Sullivan one (1) each.
p.m. Oct. 25 in Huntington, VanByron the end of the season and didn't
feeling
"It's
to
4-0,
be
good
a
also improved since the season Jacksonville, Ala., State Univer- games and their adherents are
Huebner said Western Illinois
know if he would be able to
Browne.
derbilt's Baby Commoderes at
know we will have to
began and Coach Holland's front sity.
The deal is expected to give 100 per cent effort next
visualizing a repeat of the 1966 played a fine defensive game but we
7:30 p.m. (CST) Nov. 1 in Nashplay harder and make few mis"He starts to' run again this series
four put on their best display
benefit both sides considerably, season. He was allowed to
when they swept the against the Wildcats, who "didville, and Cincinnati's
Baby of the
takes from now on because each
week and he will definitely be Dodgers in
season
last
Bowweek
at
n't
fight
for
the
repercussions already have name his own successor and
but
ball" and show- opponent
four.
Bearcats at 2 p.m. Nov. 14 in
has accumulative matling Green. Hollis Clark, James ready for our conference opener
Can the Orioles hurdle the ed "lack of aggressiveness."
begun with the announcement chose Metro, a coach with the
the Queen City.
erial on us now," said East
Pigg, Van Haverstock, Pat Ryan, on Oct. 18," Thrower said."The- amazing New York Mets without The Kentuckians fared
by Flood that he is retiring team late in the season,
better
Dayton Lasater and Buzz Wiliam re is also a chance he will see defeat has been the subject of in the second game as they spre- Tennessee Coach John Bell.
from baseball rather than make because of his aggressiveness.
GAME RESCHEDULED
nthis week against Murray much speculation in the
all turned in top notch perfor- atico.
the switch to Philadelphia.
Balti- ad UI out on offense and playState"
mances last week.
Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy
ing man-to-man defense.
more
camp.
Flood, who
has several
Bristol piloted the Reds to
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
The Indians will be seeking
A pep rally and bonfire is plaKidd
said he is impressed with business interests in St. Louts, within
Coach Billy Hunter gazed Into "Indiana has an excellent team
three games of first
football
game between the nned for tonight at
7:00 p.m. their fourth straight winSaturday his crystal baseball and predict- with several collegiate All-Am- the play of Middle Tennessee said that it has been increasing- place in the Western
Houston Oilers and the New followed by dance
Division
a
on the bask- night in a 7:30 p.m. game here ed: "We are going to sweep the ericans and will probably be State against Chattanooga Satur- ly difficult for him to get into but was let go
because General
York
Jets, scheduled for etball courts between the higt against Murray State University.
the toughest team we'll face this day night despite the Raiders' shape the past couple of years Manager Bob Howsam felt
Mets."
Sunday, Oct. 19 at Shea school and Austin
it
Meanwhile, defensive back Jim
7-3 loss.
buildings.
The Orioles have no question year," he said.
and that the trade caused him was time for a change.
Stadium has beep rescheduled
"We're
The Homecoming Queen,Kathy Powell, a freshman from Web- about the action that gets wider
getting
into
meat
the
--- —
to make a personal decision Howsam did not name any
for Monday night, Oct. 20. The Crider and her attendants
will ster Groves, is making goodpro- way here Saturday. The unani- Wildcat football coach John of our schedule," said Kidd. which he had been putting off successor, but
rumors persist
presence of the New York Mets be presented in traditional
pre- gress after suffering a severe mous feeling is that history Ray will be inducted into Phi "We can't afford errors against for some time.
that it will be Vern Rapp,
In the World Series forced the game ceremonies Friday
night. kidney bruise in the game with won't repeat itself and that the Deuteron Chapter of Phi Sigma Middle Tennessee or it will be
Would Enjoy Playing
manager of the Reds' Indianaswitch in dates.
Jacksonville.
Game time is 8:00 p.m.
Baltimore Colts' Super Bowl Kappa at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. a' long trip home Sunday."
"If I
were younger, I polis farm club. Bristol said he
Eastern Kentucky is still in certainly would enjoy playing had not
loss to the New York Jets will 15.
made a decision On
The initiation ceremony will be the thick of the OVC race with for Philadelphia," said the 32- whether to accept a post in the
remain a bad dream.
1-1
mark
a
and
overall.
2-1
Middle
After a couple of days of held before members of the fratyear-old Flood.
front office.
well-earned rest, the Orioles got ernity only; a short reception Tennessee has lost once in the
The Cardinals, who were
in the fraternity house will foll- conference and is 0-3 overall. sorely lacking in power last
back to work today.
The only other conference act- season, expect to,play Allen in
Some
light
workout by ow.
pitchers and catchers Wednes- Josiah Ryland III, fraternity ion Saturday finds Morehead at left field with Lou Brock
day were canceled because of a president said the honor is evid- Austin Peay in the homecoming shifting from left to right and
light rain. Instead, the action ent of the fine student support game for the Goys. Both teams Vada Pinson moving from right
have 1-1 conference records.
consisted of locker
to center. Joe Torre will take
room enjoyed by Coach Ray.
Murray and Western Kentucky over from McCarver behind
rubdown s, whirlpool treatthe
both take on nonconference foes. plate and Joe Hague will be
ments, card games and bull
The Lynn Grove Wildcats will
Murray
dattles
undefeated
Southsessions.
given a shot at first base, be hosts to the Kirksey F-agles
east Missouri and Western Ken- according to Manager Red
Bullpen and battery Coach PACKERS' PLANS
in a basketball game tonight
tucky seeks its first win against Schoendienst.
Charley Lau was the only
(Thursday).
BY JIM ARCHAMBEAULT
Northern
"They have a power-type
Illinois.
GREEN
BAY, Wis.(UPI)—
he added.
McCarver gives the Phillies a
"brass" on hand. Weaver gave
offense," Ray said. "They
LEXINGTON 1UP!):
himself and the other coaches More seats and higher prices
top catcher, something they
"They didn't do anything
Last Friday night the Almo
run a lot off tackle ana up
are in the plans of the Green
"From hero of the week to
the day off.
haven't had in quite a few Warriors defeated the Kirksey
we didn't expect," Hay conthe middle," Ray continBay.
bum of the week," lament.
Packers
of the National
"I did nothing," said Weaver,
years. McCarver, only 28, hit Eagles on their home floor by
cluded, "They just did it
ued. "and we've got to stop
ee! University of Kentucky
"got a haircut and cut my front Football League next year.
.260 this season with seven the score of 53 to 23.
better
than
thnir
we
did."
running
game."
head football coach John
Lambeau Stadium's capacity
lawn, that's all."
homers and 51 RBIs but has a
Ray put his Wildcats
Ray after his team's 44-3 .
The score for the B team
will be increased to 56,000 from
LED BY senior quarterTheretil
lifetime average.
.274
be
no
haircuts
through an hour and a half
beating by Auburn last
game was Ahno 41 and Kirkthe present 51,000 and a hike in
back Al Kincaid, VPI has
Saturday,
however.
Hoerner
More
also
should
likely,
prove
practice session Monday
week.
three fine backfield men in
according to the high-flying prices for games here and in
valuable to the Phillies' bullpen, sey 26. while the score for the
concentrating on passing
''Now we have to get in.
Vince Russo, Terry Slot
County
Stadium
American League champs, a Milwaukee
which vrae lacking in quality C team game was Almo 6 and
defense
to
the right frame of mind
stop
high
scorand Kenny Edwards.
"scalping"—of the Mets is were announced Wednesday by
last season. Hoerner, 33, had 15 Kirksey 1.
ing.
against Virginia Tech," Ray
the Packer management.
about to begin.
countered, referring to the
saves and posted a 2.89 ERA
"They can all run hard
The next home game for
RAY CALLED this footWildcats' second straight
with the Cardinals this year.
and often run the quarterKirksey
ball
will be with New Conseason
unusual
an
one
road game at Blacksburg,
back sweep," Ray pointed
Is Versatile Player
with very high scores and
cord on Thursday, October 16,
Va. next Saturday.
out.
Rojas
is
one
of
the
more
ups and downs.
according to Kathie Broach, re"They have a fine deVPI carries a misleading
NEW YORK (UPI)— The New versatile players in the majors porter for the Kirksey Pep
fense too," Ray continued.
"A team can win big one
0-3 record into the Wildcat
York
Mets take off for and could possibly win a Club.
"They've got a powerful
encounter and as Ray
week and turn ,around and
Baltimore
today. Amazing
rush and are strong against
points out, "They have a
Carolina, Wake Forest over they are, they will take a plane,
By MILTON RICHMAN
lose big the next," he said.
the
ruh,"
he
added.
much better team than
Duke, Alabama over Vander- Instead of walking on air to
UPI Sports Writer
COMING TO MEMPHIS—OCT. 14-19
He said the practive sesRay pegged most of the
their record shows."
bilt,
Virginia
Tech
over
KenTHE AUDITORIUM
their
World
Series
meeting
with
sions
will
be much of the
blame for the Auburn loss
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
tucky and Virginia over VMI. the Orioles.
Tues thru Thurs. Evenings at 6.30; Sunday Evening at 7 pm
"THEY WERE ranked
Matinees Saturday
on his young players. "We
same today.
and Sunday at 3 par
name of the game is ball Southwest — Arkansas over
among the top 25 teams in
The governor of the state, PRICES Boxes,,Orch tat Balcony $4; 2nd Baicony 52.50; 3rd Balcony $2; Top
aye quite a few inexperiRay
also
announced
Balcony
that
$t
50
control
country
so
before
Baylor,
seaname
the
the
the
of the
Houston over Arizona, Nelson Rockefeller, tossed a
enced players," Ray said.
Dick Palmer is now the
Priday and Saturday Evening Performances at 15 -30 pm.
son and they've lost three
winner should be Texas.
Texas Tech over Texas A. eg M. cocktail party for them WedPRICES Boxes, Orch.. tat Balcony 55; 2nd Balcony $3 50; 3rd
starting
Balcony $2; Top
left
end,
and
he
"EVERYTH
ING
Balcony 51 50
is new to
straight," Ray revealed.
San
But
they're
if
Diego
going
State
around
over
West
nesday
night,
and
mayor
the
of
has
CHILDREN UNDER 16 51 DISCOUNT ON ALL TICKETS!
moved
Dave
Roller
them
...
sometimes they're
"We're definitely congiving
Texas
nine
State,
points
Wichita State over the city, John Lindsay, was to
with Oklahofrom left end to left tackle
up and sometimes they're
cerned about them," he
ma out your way the same way New Mexico State.
to give the line more
see them off at LaGuardia
down," he added.
'A SMALL MIRACLE.
added.
'ONE OF THE GAYEST
they're doing here, it might not
Far West— UCLA over Washx- Airport.
strength in the middle.
Grasping for consolation,
After almost upsetting
AND WISEST ENTERTAINEXPLOSIV
ELY
FUNNY.
be
a
bad
ington
idea
State,
to
take
California over
a small
The invasion of Baltimore is
Ray said his team didn't
powerful Alabama in the
HE SAID he is pleased
MENTS
helping. I like Texas but I think Washington, Arizona State over especially welcome to Ron
IN TOWN.'
UTTERLY
WINNING.'
with the attitude of his
season's opener, Tech lost
—Emofy 1..trods. Cu. MoNatioN
make a lot of mistakes,
Oklahoma will come closer than Utah, Wyoming over University Swoboda, the erratic fielder and
...Wens? Ka., N.Y. Tome*
players
despite
the
loss
two close games to unrated
Sat-like we did in the Indiana
nine points.
of Texas at El Paso, Oregon erratic hitter who will be in
urday to Auburn. "They
Wake Forest and Richgame. "We had four field
James
Street,
over San Jose State, Colorado right field in place of Art
the
Longhorns'
realized
they
didn't
mond. Ray figures his next
play
position turnovers, but we
quarterback, operates
their State over Utah State and New Shamsky when lefthander Mike
well."
RE
'
YOU
opponent is due.
THE "
stopped them three times,"
triple option Wishbone T which, Mexico over Brigham Young.
Cuellar goes to the mound for
PEANUTS
in plain language, means he
The Pros
the Orioles Saturday.
MUSICAI
either pitches the ball back to
For some reason, I think
Swoboda, who drove in 52
his halfback, hands off to his there'll be several upsets in the runs while batting .235, was
NFL this Sunday. Records don't strictly a cheerleader during
fullback or keeps.
Street makes some mistakes, mean a thing
anytime Los the Mets' sweep of the Atlanta
,•
but not many, and any time he 'Angeles and San Francisco get Braves, but the presence of
does make one he doesn't let it together and I wouldn't be Cuellar and Dave McNally in
TNP4•1
get him down, a characteristic unduly surprised if the Forty the first two games of the
which impresses Texas coach Niners put the first blemish on series activated Manager Gil
Darrell Royal.
the Rams' record. Likewise, I Hodges' platoon system.
"A guy can't have his tail feel the Chicago Bears will
As a teen-ager, Swoboda was
between his legs and adopt a knock
over
the Minnesota scouted by Walter Youse of the
negative attitude," Royal says. Vikings. Bud Grant, the Vik- Orioles, but at that time the
"You're
gonna have some ings' coach, says they made Baltimore organization
was
laterals get away from you and some mistakes against Green most interested in pitcher
you're gonna make some bad Bay last week than they made Wally Bunker, so Ron got
decisions, but you've got to the week before against Balti- away.
have the attitude I read Babe more and you should've seen
In addition to Shamsky, Ed
Ruth had when he was in a some of the mistakes they Kranepool, Wayne Garrett and
made the week before that .Ken Boswell will go to the
slump.
In some of the other big ones against New York.
bench.
Saturday, the choices here are
Donn Clendenon will take
Kansas over Kansas State, Dallas should beat Atlanta, over for Kranepool at first
Stanford over Southern Califor- Green Bay is the choice over base, Ed Charles will replace
nia, Note Dame over Army, Detroit, Washington over St. Garrett at third and Al Weis
Miami weer Louisiana State and Louis, Cleveland at least 10 will
be at second instead
Ohio State over Michigan State points better than New Orleans of Boswell.
Other Choices
The opportunity to play is
and New York over Pittsburgh
East— Penn State over West in Sunday's other contest, with especially important to Charles,
Virginia, Syracuse over Mary- Baltimore
tabbed to
beat who has been in organized ball
land, Pitt over Navy, Yale over Philadelphia Monday in a game fo 18 years. This may be his
Brown, Princeton over Cornell, moved up because of the world final year, and he knows of no
Harvard over Cohimbia and series.
better way to close out a career
Dartmouth over Penn.
In the AFL: Buffalo over than in the series. And Charles
Midwest - Purdue over Michi- Boston and San Diego over is confident that he will be
Handytilt-ictiondesignlets
gan, Northwestern over Illinois, Miami Saturday night, and going out with a winner.
you clean the outside from
Indiana over Minnesota, Colora- Oakland over Denver, CincinnaRain kept the Mets off the
the insidel Precision-engido over Iowa State, Missouri ti over. New York and Kansas Shea Stadium turf Wednesday,
neered ... fully weetherdurable
over
Nebraska, foe.. over City over Houston Sunday.
starting
but
pitcher
Tom
stripped ...expertly inWisconsin, Ohio U. over Xavier,
Seaver worked for a short while
stalled. Free estimate.
Memphis State over Cincinnati
in the bullpen.
and Toledo over Bowling Green.
The ace of the New York
FAhlie IA-baron of the Wash. staff,
South—Georgia over Missiswho will pitch Saturday.
ington
Iterlskins
completed
a
sippi, Tennessee over Georgia
Seaver admitted he didn't know
pass
to
flick- thtlski against
Kestseky placelticker Bobby Jones, a Lexington native. was the 'Cats lone,
Tech, Mississippi State over
very much about the powerSouthern Mississippi, Auburn Dallas i 1960 for a gain id packed Oriole lineup and hadn't
bright spot in the 44-3 loss to Auburn. Jones booted a 37-yard field goal for
two
itiohes.
the
That's
shortest
over Clemson, Florida over
the only Kentucky points.
faced them since a spring
Concord Rd.
753-5712
Murray, Ky.
.
Tulane, Air Force over North passing gain in N.F.I.. histor. training effort in 1967.

Hitting And
Pitching For
The Birds•99•

UK Water Polo
Team Meets
Purdue Saturday

E.Tennessee
Invades Tenn.
Tech Sat'day

Kentucky Meets
Winless VPI

Lynn Grove Team
To Play Kirksey

Mets Head
For Oriole
Country

Sports Parade
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OME

Van Buren

BUT DOBBS
THE MAN WHO
IRRIVED IN THE
V/570,91-191LNLT
ROLLS NOYCIF,
SIR, SURELY
)CIU'RE NOT
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MS CREDIT'

of Al Capp
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SEEN & HEARD . ..

Four Persons
(Continued From Page One)

(Continued From Page On.,

when she met an automobile
all the full richness we want. heading north. At the urns
Eat it with fresh crackers.
time, another auto, driven by
Don W. Courte Jr., of Paducah
Ws like to listen to Charley was attempting to pass the auPride, country and western to, heading straight for the
star.
Sholar ear. Mrs. Sholar applied
her brakes, slid on the slick
Somebody ran over a skunk at pavement, ran off the road,
,
the intersection of Doran Road struck a ditch and overturned,
4nd the Lynn Grove Highway. state police reports said.
"That particular intersection has
Passengers in the Sholar aulaecome odoriferous.
to were: Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.
Barnes, Star Route, Mayfield;
Mrs. Lottie Forester, South 10th
Broke another fried egg yester- Street,
Mayfield; and the driver
alwas
it
Since
morning.
day
Mrs. Sholar. All four were taken
ready broken, we just sort of to the Fuller
Gilliam Hospital.
stirred it up, cooked it a little
According to a family spokesharder than usual, put it on a man. Robert
Barnes remains
paper towl to soak out all the hospitalized
with
cuts on his
grease, cut it up and served head;
Mrs. Forester remains
it to Lady the dog. She came hospitalized
with cracked ribs;
running when we yelled, sniff- Mrs. Barnes
was treated for
nose
her
up
turned
it,
at
ed
black eyes and swollen legs and
look
and walked away with a
released Monday, and Mrs. Shoon her face of "who do you lar was
treated for ankle
think you're fooling". Being rains and
released Monday.
somewhat of a prima donna,
sneak
she stalked off, only to
back seconds later to clean up
the dish.

&
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GOVERNOR'S TOUR.. BURTON IS.

Several

(Continued From Page Ono) (Continued From Paste On&

(Continued From Page One)
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TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

(Continued Front Page One)

Harry /gee Borger, Hanover,
Pa., speech and hearing; Lyllis COLUMBUS,-Ohio - Dean Jeffers, president of Nationwide
Whitford, Murray, English; Mutual Insurance Co. explaining why premiums will be boosted
Sheri Hurd, Clinton, library 50 per cent for auto insurance for high-powered cars:
science; and Kathryn Alexand- "This much higher loss experience simply cannot be ignored.
er, Murray, French.
It is compelling evidence that insurance for over-powered cars
should be priced higher. It is really the fair thing to do."
Austin Elementary: Janice
Carmon, Paducah, grade 1; Ina
DENVER - Vice President Spirt° T. Agnew viewing Senate
Kaler, Benton, educable mentof Supreme Court nominee Judge Clement F. Haynsscrutiny
ally retarded; Millicent Conley,
Jr:
worth
Benton, educable mentally resome of the things that are taking
tarded; Margaret Davis, Mur- "I am frankly ashamed of
being subray, physical education; and Ju- place in Washington this week. Judge Haynsworth is consider
assassination that I
character
degree
of
a
to
jected
dy Sides, Fairdale, art.
highly reprehensive."

kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- the Murray Chamber of Com- suddenly naught fire about Eve
merce, welcomed &oft on She o'clock Wednesday.
50.
John Mills, public drunken- tour to the city and them in- He was taken to the MurrayVaughn, May- Calloway County Hospital for
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. troduced Leonard made
emergency treatment and then
or Pro-tem, who
G. H. Richerson, driving
Nunn an honorary citizes rushed by ambulance to the
while intoxicated, fined $150.00 nor
of Murray and presented an in- Vanderbilt Hospital.
costs $4.50, driving on revoked
plaque to him. miles Accompanying
scribed
Burton
to
costs
$100.00
license, fined
accepted
the plaque for the Nashville was his wife, Mrs.
$4.50, for a total of $2$9.00,
Burton, and his brother-in-law
Governor.
subject given thirty days in
Nunn was also presented with and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
conunder
suspended
Jail,
City
gifts of a country hem and a John C. Steele. The Buttons'
dition he not be back in this
arrangement. These son, Kenny, is staying with his
flower
1969.
court for rest of this year
gifts were presented by Mrs. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Rust, driving while in Charles Thurman, area
dtrecto.r Claude Steak. The injured man
toxicated, fined $100.00 costs
of Welcome Wages Interns- is the son of Ike Bunton of
finlicense,
operator's
$4.50, no
tional and Mrs. Km Adams, of Murray.
University
School:
Clark
ATLANTA - Maynard Jackson, elected the first Negro viceed $15.00 costs $4.50, for a to- the lone! Welcome Wagon.
!
Combs, Charleston, Ind., his- mayor in the city's 122- year history:
tal of $124.00.
invited
the
Carpenter
tour
Mr.
Burton
and two others
in Atlanta. This is a new..
K. W. Ballinger, disregard- group to stay around
Murray were picking corn in a field tory; Thomas Ferriolo, Cross- "It's the beginning of a new thy
ing stop sign, fined $10.00 costs and discover that "Murray
ideas."
have
wants
new
says
to
it
that
city
wicks,
biology;
N.
J.,
Phillip
is owned by We
Overbey in
$4-50.
one of the fastest growing cities the Clarks River bottom near Mahler. Williamette, Ill., matheR. D. Bergeson, driving while An the state."
matics; Earl Hogue, Mt. Vern- WASHTNGTON - Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis., seeking legislathe Old Concord Road.
intoxicated, amended to reckon,
Ill., music; William Cann- tion to curb the use of unsafe pesticides:
of
Kentucky
Bob Watt, heed
Another cern picker operatless driving, fined $100.00 costs LTtilities Company
said that or, Bobby Spiceland, ens at the on, Murray, music; Foster Lilly, "In 25 years we have turned loose on the earth a massive
$4.50.
"the profit of business is the other end of the field picking Anchorage, art; David Goethals, close of compounds that can cripple or kill, and which are tragically
K. M. Beaven, driving while source of every eoonosnic
good corn when he reported seeing Rochester, N. Y., industrial arts; Indiscriminate in their attacks."
intoxicated, amended to reck- we have" and went on
to say a "ball of flame" come from Paula Carbonell, Key West Fla.,
costs
$100.00
fined
driving,
less
that the prinicple reason for the Burton's tractor. A man driv- grade 6; Janet Drane, Houston,
US 2-4 240-260 Ibts $24.25-24.75;
Purchase Area
$4.50.
tour is 'to make is realize that ing along a nearby road, Elvis Tex., grade 5; Stephanie ScherUS 3-4 260-280 lbs $23.75-24.25:
R. C. Blaikey, public drunken- this (Kentucky) is one state"
Hog Market
SOWS:
Hale, was the first to reach er, Franklin, Ind., grade 4;
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
aid that the job of the State the injured man. He was lying Sharon Cunningham, Murray,
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $22.00-22.50;
drunpublic
French,
permatter
L
of
F.
She makes it a
Chamber is to correlate the et- some 150 feet from his tractor grade 3; Ina Kaler, Benton,
US 1-3 300-660 lbs $21.00-22.00;
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- a:lets of all the local
sonal pride nnt to accept what (Continued From Page One)
Chambers and al his clothing had been grade 2; Millicent Conley, Ben- Federal State Market New US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.00-21.00.
50.
you offer, when you offer it.
ton, grade 2; Ann Foy, Mayfield, Service, Oct. 9, 1969 Kentucky
in the state.
burned or pulled off.
This takes away some of her Atkins, Child Welfare Worker, W. D. Nelson, driving while
grade 1; Mary Ringo, Pomona, Purchase Area Hog Market ReOthers who were recognised
independence or something. Lat- Robert 0. Miller, County At- intoxicated, amended to reck- by the chair were, Victor R. Burton was taken to the hos- N. Y., kindergarten;
Homer port Includes 9 Buoiing Stations,
The pen name "Mark Twain"
less driving and disorderly con- Portman, president of the Ken- pitaai by ambulance and the Charleston,
er she returns of her own voli- torney, Buie, and Morgan.
Murray, chemistry; Receipts 577 Head, Barrows and was first used
Murray-Callow
ay
County
Civil
by New Orleans
tion, and this seems to save
The three juveniles were duct, fined $150.00 costs $4-50; tucky Press Association, and Defense
Wigginton, Murray, Gilts 25 cents Higher; Sows
Rescue Squad was call- Marilyn
newspaper
columnist
her wounded pride.
Isaiah
placed on probation for six subject given thirty days in Dale Smith, tour leader and ed to
English;
and
Steady
to
Billie
Strong.
Kampsen,
extinguish
the blaze in his
Sellers, then later by Sam
months with the following stip- City Jail suspended under con- bead of membership relations Farman
Calvert
US
City,
2-3 300-2-40 lbs $25.25-25.50;
English and libtractor.
dition he not come back in this in the state Chamber.
Clemens.
Was have put up with this for ulations:
rary science.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.75-25.25;
fourteen years for some reason
Must be at home Monday court for rest of year 1989.
The group stayed overnight
or other.
through Thursday by ten p.m. J. L Toy, drinking alcoholic at the Kenlake State Park Inn
and on Friday and Saturday by beverages in public, fined and enjoyed an afternoon of
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Leo Warren Fox in yesterday. 11:30 pm.
boat rides and golf there yesIL I. Latimer, driving while terday afternoon.
Says that Ronnie is still there
Must make restitution within
in Virginia.
ten days to Bert Gee for all intoxicated, amended to reckThe last leg of the tour startless driving, fined $100.00 costs ed this morning and
items taken.
the group
Young fellow in the office and
Must not be charged with $4.50.
will go to Mayfield, Benton
A. D. Sebens, speeding, fined and Princeton where
we says to him, "you've got to any violation of law during six
the tour
$100.00 costs $4.50, disorderly ends.
be a Hornsby". He says he was, months probation.
conduct, fined $100.00 costs
Robin's younger brother-411s - Must obey parents.
.
eyes gave him away. Each of juveniles are given $4.50, for a total of $209.00.
G. R. Mauzy, public drunkenvo weekends in deteOlion room
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
An old Jay ird, with several
jail,
County
Calloway
suG. T. McNeely, driving while
years upon his brow, setting of
Funeral services for nev. Arthere in the bird bath, uncon- spended under condition that intoxicated, amended to reck- ...tie A. Tripp will be held Fricourt
back
for
not
in
be
they
less driving, fined $100.00 costs day at two p.m. at the chapel
.rerned about things in general.
He flapped his wings and other- remainder of 1969.
$4.50, fleeing police officer, of the Max H. Churchill Funfined s100.00 costs $4.50, for a eral Home with Rev. Jessie
wise stirred things up, then
swooped in a water logged fashDaugherty and Rev. Doyle
total of $209.00; subject given Webb officiating.
ion to a - low branch where he BSU
Choir
thirty days in City Jail suspendshook, preened, and otherwise
Pallbearers will be Trellis
(Continued From Page One)
ed under condition he not come Trim), T. R. Tripp, Rudy Tripp,
enjoyed himself.
hack in this court for rest of Ralph Harris, Glenn Harris, and
Two tiny Humming Birds joist- and at West Frankfort an d year 1969.
Jim Bart. Interment will be in
S.
N. R. Sellers, reckless driv- the Lone Oak Cemetery in Caling with their long bills for a Sesser in Illinois.
The
Greenville
concert
is
ing. fined $15.00 costs $4.50. loway County with the arrangechoice Snapdragon. The be d
2-washers-in-1
no Jnder-drying
rolls on wheels
R. D. Muzia, reckless driv- ments by the Max H ChinchiIl
was full of them, but they in- scheduled for 8 p.m. October 9
sisted on wanting the same at the Second Baptist Church. ing, fined $50.00 costs $4.50. Funeral Home where friendti
J. R. Moss, speeding, fined may call.
bloom. Reminded us of some In Owensboro, the choir will
sing at the Lewis Lane Baptist $15.00 costs $4.50.
!bilis we have met.
Rev. Tripp, age 75, died WedChurch Friday at 7:30 p.m.
D. M. Hornbook, disregardno over-drying
with Mini-Basket
17.6 Cu. ft. capacity
The West Frankfort concert ing a stop sign, fined $10.00 nesday at the Murray-Calloway
A huge Cricket in the hall will be given at the First BapCounty Hospital.
costs
$4.50.
sounding his dirge. We picked tist Church Saturday at '1:30
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
J. H. Dalessandro, reckless Velma Harris Tripp; daughter,
him up and pitched him out in p.m., and the final appearance
driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.- Mrs. Maida Turner; son, Winsor
.the front yard.
will be at the First Baptist 50.
Tripp; brother, Ira M. Tripp;
Church in Sesser at the 11 a.m.
C. L. Beale, speeding, fined three
Have you noticed how far the service.
grandchildren;
three
$15.00 costs $4.50.
'sun has slipped toward the
.great grandcnildren.
South. In the summer time it
Among the choir members J. D. Cochran, throwing wat-comes up right over the bird are 16 from the Murray area: er. ,balloons, fined $15.00 costs fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
bath, but it has gone so far
Kathy Lockhart, Bevcrly Pas- $4.50.
Kenneth Kirks, speeding, finsouth now that it comes up over chall, Donna Rogers, Becky J. D. Gargus, drinking alco- ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
our favorite stump.
Tarry, Glenda Pace, Debbie holic beverages in public, fined
J. T. Nutter, Jr., going wrong
Jones, Becky Robertson, Kent $15.00 costs $4.50.
v,ay on one way street, fined
D.
J.
Gee,
unnecessary
noise,
Our Chrysanthemums are in full Moore, Ron Paul Wright, Eat$10.00 costs $4.50.
bloom. The Thorn Trees have belle Ray, Wanda Billington,
passed their peak and are now Linda Darnell, Sharon Moore,
• Exclusive Mini-Basket is for
bearing their purple berries. Tom Lassiter, Dale Guthrie and
small loads - saves you time
• Automatic timer sets like an
sensor "feels"
Electronic
• Freezer holds up to 165 lbs and
•
Some folks say they are poison. Grady Cook.
and water.
alarm; starts and times your
clothes for perfect drying
has a let-freeze ice compartment.
We don't know. Never ate one.
•
Two
wash
speeds,
two spin speeds.
meals.
• Choice of heavy, normal or
IVSM-TV
WLAC-T
X-Ty
• Four cabinet shelves, twin
• Filter-Flo system ends lint fuzz.
• Push-button controls command
delicate settings to match
Channel 4
Channel 5
Chanool
vegetable bins two door shelves,
Going to have to move t h e
five exact measured heats.
• Permanent Press cycle with
the load
Horse
Show
butter compartment and
THURSDAY
EVENING PROGRAMS
"cool-down" to keep your
Poinciana Tree. It has grown so
• Oven door removes for easy
• Permanent Press cycle
removable egg bin.
•
00 News; Wthr.; Sots
News, Arthr Soorts Newl, Wthr.: Sots
ironing at a minimum.
cleaning
large it is taking too much
wrinkles.
reduces
(Cont's ued From Page One)
.10 Daniel Boone
Family Altair
Ghost and Mrs. Muir
room in the flower bed. A big
7 :00
Daniel Boone
The Jim Nabors Hour That Girl
bending,
flags,
speed
race,
730
I
ronsile
The
Jim
Nabors Hour Bewitched
piece of Holly too that Mrs.
1400(1.
MOOEI
MOOD
MODEL
I ronside
MovieThis is Tom Jones
CAT50€
Guy Turner gave us some time rescue race, pir race, key hole,
DE720(
ill'
181
O
:30 Dragnet, 1970
-Fate Is the
This Is Torn Jones
and
tunnell
race.
ago. We'll have to move it out.
▪ :00 Dean Martin Show
It Takes a Thief
Hunter"
The concession stand will be
7 :30 Dean Martin Show
It Takes a Thief
Movie
cpen.
The
public
is
News.
invited
Arthr
a%
Wthr
to
00
Socrts
News.
Socr's
News: Willy ; Snorts
Alvin Farris came out the other
l
,30 The Tonight Shenk The Mary Griffin Show Munson Outdoors
day and scraped the driveway attend.
1 10 The /might Shoe The Mery Griffin Show Movie:
I :30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "Sahara"
with the blade of his tractor.
:00 The Untouchables
Movie
NOW YOU KNOW
L :30 The Untouchables
Sort of shaped it up. We would
The Joey Bishop Show
:00
•
The
Joey Bishop Show
pave the driveway but we like
store more I
1
'30
lightweight
rite Joey Bishoo Show
to hear the gravel crunching by United Press International
FRIDAY
MORNING
PROGRAMS
A cozy, or cosy, is a covering
when cars come in and out.
used to keep eggs, tea pots or
Farm News
5 ti) Worship Show Junction Junction
Our Yucca Lilies are looking muffins warm.
Country
00 Mornino
Country Junction
Family Theater
30 Morning Show
6
famous We get a kick out of,
(shop less often I)
n rugged case
in fine furniture
• co Today: Wily
Ceseing Junction
Bozo Show
• :U Today
Junction; *Pp
just watching them sit there. on the once
Bozo Show
green pile. Makes
Captain Kangaroo
O
,01) Today: Paul H
Bozo Show
Captain Kensteroo
lat
30 Today
Bozo Stvra
a fine mulch for the Azaleas
Our big pile of dead grass has
Mike Douglas Show
a :so
it
Takes Two
Romper ROM
and other things which need
Concentration
mike Douglas Show
:3111
Lucy
snow
shrunk as various and sundry protectibn
for the winter.
10 PersonelltY
Andy of Mayberry
Barbara MOCK. Shp.
organisms have made inroads
1 V :30 Hollywood Souarrs Love of Life
Hann
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APPLIANCES
TELEVISION
STEREO

Funeral Is Friday
For Rev. Tripp

410
pa

ACROSS THE BOARD PRICE REDUCTIONS ON THESE SPECIAL, POPULAR GE MODELS!
VERSIIIRONICt
CLOTHES DWYER

.10

"NO-FROST"
REFRIGERATOR

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

•

$16995

:
00

$22995

ECONOMICAL
FOOD FREEZER

1 1

10 Jeopardy
30 Ere Guess

s3o995

$19995

PORTABLE
ENTERTAINMENT

CONTEMPORARY
STEREO CONSOLE

Where Me Heart Is Bewitched
Search for Tornorroo Th•t Girl

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
S :00 The Noon Show
As the World Turns
A 30 The Noon St ow
News; Singing Cony
I
:RP Oars of Our lives Many Splendered Thing
1
:31 The Doctors
The Guiding Lehi

11

5,4Puie

You Can Depend on
Discount Pharmacy to keep your
Family Record for the entire year!
th,
thr ‘•tar we will tsisil
•vt r urciirel

for tax purposes at

your request.
:

This is another of the many
services we offer in addition
to Fotal Discount Pri,s.

Phone 753-8304
for the Lowest Prescription
Prices In Town
14.1.
Nfit)h'i.im; ( Frit
op, 9 to 9 Monday thru Saturday 1 I Sundays

2 10'"'"'YOu

Night

s

USMC

a

4

DOn'Ter
Sa
kly
T1
Steecre
EtdoSetwoT
:011 Match- Game: NewsGerner Pvle,
Tell Me 'Truth Lassie
:10 Beet the Clock
Movie:
:30 leth Avenue South "E
very
„ ming
'
Trum
:00 15,11, Avenue South
I. viimtiey Brinkley
CIS evening

:I. To

Oceans House
Funny You Should Ask
Newlywie
Gamis
Dating Garne
FO
GIne
en.
ipper
l
ralfle ""Di
To Lltviel
Dark Shadows

BeverlyLHucli,17.1ilas
But 1,,,.
Neon

ABC Evening News
Dick Van Oyke Sho.

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

6 TV'rnvtSo"erSp."NerVThS°;tso TXCaoerral
•

GrSMa
High Chaparral
The Good Guys
'30 Mom Of IN. GemeHogarrs Heroes

8 To Pr"

Movie:

tre

La WaSa aDsl
The Brady Bunch
Mr Deeds Goes to Town
Her, Comes the Brides
Here Comes the Brides

e-9 p.m., Ch. 4 An all-star guest cast from the
stage ot the
GRAND OLE OPRY! It's BOBBY LORD, JIM and
JESSE,
JUNE STEARNS, and DON GIBSON.
x-9:30 p.m., Lh. 4 It's music and fun, Country-style - DEL
is host to JERRY CHESTNUT, CHASE WEBSTER,
luxIJAMIE
RYAN.
7

AP Ole Nashville Music
30 Del Reeves Show

Movie
Moyle

.160 !itz-Tc. . 1.4,:

Show Perry Mason
Show Perry Mason

x-Paid advertisement

P'rrMovive.m•I'm
'Rack From
ternity"

• Take advantage of sales, buy iii
quantity and stretch your
food dollars
• Keep up to 552 lbs at your
fingertips in upright storage
convenience
• Five solid shelves provide total
contact for quicker, more
uniform freezing.
11001
CA-160

$21995

• Provides extra counter top space
when used as a portable, but
can be built in in your new home
• Manu-cycle selection of 1 cyclesnormal wash, short wash or
rinse and dry
• Built-in soft food disposer ends
need of scraping and hand rinsing
Just tip off large Of hard scraps
ROM
SC600)

$18995

• High-impact polystyrene cabinet
takes the hard knocks and keeps
iIs handsome woodgrain finish
• Solid copper circuitry for
long life
• lnsta View gives you picture and
sound almost instantly
MOOR
11111143311f0

$13444

• 40 watts peak music power.
• Sin speakers for full-range sound
reproduction from lows to highs
• Cabinet craftmanship to give you
a fine piece of furniture
• Solid state AM FM .FM-Stereo
tuner
• Equipped for GE's exclusive
Porta Fr'system to give you
music anywhere in your home
Waal.
C414

Jimmy courant@ Sr.
The Lennon Sister,

1-10 p.m., Ch. 4 Wrap up the week with a complete news
picture - from the PROFESSIONALS - DAVE DAUGHTs.0
1(1::,
AL VOECKS, BOB! OLSEN, and PAUL EELLR
I
P7,7vs:AAV '' •
wiroan' TAT',

The Tonieht
11 :3000 The
_Tonieht
• 1-2 le
1

• 321
/
2 lbs light, yet gives you 184
square inches of viewing pleasure

*aeon Train
Wagon Train
Jeer SHAH, Show
Bishop Show
_Joey
_
Joey Bishop Show

Bit LBREYS
210 East Mair

Phone: 753-5617

$21995

ICE

K1

W ee
WK
MON
3:10
3:30
4:00
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:30

TUE:
3:10
3:30
9:00
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
'7:00
7:30
8:30

WED:

3:10(
3:30
4:00
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News
ON AL
dent of Nationwide
ms will be boosted
I cars:
cannot be ignored.
over-powered cars
ng to do."
kew viewing Senate
:lement F. Haynsings that are taking
worth is being subion that 1 consider
a f- irst Negro vicelanta. This is a new
s., seeking legislathe earth a massive
which are tragically

1bs $24.25-24.75;
80 lbs $Z3.75-3425:
60 lbs $22.00-2230;
60 lbs $21.00-22.00;
50 lbs $20.00-21.00.

lame "Mark Twain"
!cl by New Orleans
columnist
Isaiah
n later by Sam

NCES
ION

GE MODELS

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION
Program Listings
Week of October 13-17, 1969
WKMU, Channel 21, Murray
MONDAY—October 13

k

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

4.30 Friendly Giant
4:45 Social Security:Student Benefits
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Your Heritage
5:30 Conversation: Drs. Singletary & Kirwan
6:00 The Forsythe Saga
7:00 The Advocates
8:00 NET Journal: Speak Out on
Drugs
THURSDAy—October 16
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00

Management by objectives
Misterogers' Neighborhood
What's New
Jazz Alley: Barney Bigard
Wineiow to the Classroom:
American History
5:25 Calling All Consumers: Prunning Shrubs
5:30 Antiques: Dolls Part 1
6:00 Success Through Word
Power
6:30 Smart Sewing
7:00 Convegsation: Drs. Singletary and Kirwan
7:30 NET Festival: The World
of Peggy Lee

3:10 Spanish Orientation-Level 1
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 What's New
4:30 Friendly Giant
4:45 Social Security: All Types
of Benefits
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Children of Other Lands
5:30 French Chef: To Poach Sole
Fillets
6:00 Book Beat: C. L. Sulzberger
6:30 Folk Guitar: Beginning
FRIDAY
October 17
7:00 NET Playhouse: Ten Blocks
in Camino
3:00 Success through Word
8:30 PANMED: Dental Office EmPower
ergencies Part 1
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sign-off.
TUESDAY—October 14

I-FROST"
IGERATOR

w ft capacity

Rush job
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Warner Bros.-Seven Arts Records
rushed into production and release of "Footprints on the
Moon" to take advantage of the
Apollo 11's dazzling feat.

3:10 Spanish Orientation: Leven!
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
* * *
NO SUCH PLAN
4:00 What's New
$2 million deal
4:30 Friendly Giant
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Mark
4:45 Social Security: District OffMELBOURNE,
Australia Lester, who starred in the title
ice Services
(UPI)- Prime Minister John
5:00 Community of Living Things Gorton said Tuesday night role of "Oliver! ", signed a 12
million contract to star in a
5:30 Smart Sewing
Australian troops will not be
6:00 Management of Objectives left in Vietnam while the movie, a video series and
a special for producers Sid and
6:30 Antiques: Dolls Part 1
United States gradually pulls
7:00 Book Beat: C. L.Sulzberger out its forces. But, Gorton said Marty Krofft.
* * *
7:30 On Being Black
in a television interview, there
8:30 French Chef: To Poach Sole is no such American plan.
Ebsen's winning boat
FWets
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Buddy
"If there were to be a plan
WEDNESDAY--October 15
laid down that this would Ebsen's 35-foot Catamaran, The
happen," he said, "then we Polynesian Concept, scored a
3:10 Guessing Patterns: Math tea- have already taken steps to see series of wins in races around
cher orientation
that we would be phased into England during the summer
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood such a plan and that we would months with the "Beverly Hill4:00 What's New
not be left there."
billies': star at the helm.

Man's flight to the moon did
nore than put him in a new
anvironment. It also gave him
the impetus to apply his sophisticated electronic technology
to highway engineering.
That's the way R. L. Reisenberger of the Department of Highways Division of Research sees
the event.
Before the space program Little attention was given to the
technical measurement of friction, for example. Friction between the wheels of your car
and the pavement, polishes the
surface causing it to be slippery when wet.
Just three years ago, bicycle
wheels, a pendelum and an odd
assortment of gadgets were used
to determine friction. These instruments actually
measured
torque and it was from torque
that friction was inferred. These
tools were also hand operated
and couldn't measure friction
at varing speeds.
Today the Kentucky Department of Highways is using an
$85,000 skid trailer and truck
to measure friction directly at
almost any speed.
The machine was developed
by the General Motors Proving
Grounds and is the most sophisticated device yet built. It is
also the first actual friction force measuring device.
The trailer weighs 2,000 pounds, about half the weight of a
car, and looks like a design
from the future. When the machine goes into operation, the drivHEART SURGEON TO WED—Dr. Christman Barnard, famed
e: can wok the controls himself,
heart transplant- pioneer, plans tb wed Barbara -WTnei,31): —
them on full automatic
year-old daughter of a South African oil. executive, accordpush a button to initiate each
ing to a Johannesburg newspaper. The 45-year-old Barnard
stage.
is seen with the beauty earlier this year.
After attaining the desired test

ri..

YOUR NEWSPAPER IS aA
NEW TREAT EVERY DAY

lIds up to 165 lbs and
reeze ice compartment.

iet shelves, twin
bins two door shelves.
wartment and
egg bin.

30995

Well-mixed to everybody's taste ... that's your local newspaper. Of course,
there's the news— local, national, world-wide. Then there's sports news,
women's news, news about your special interests.
There's amusement and entertainment, for the young
of all ages. Your newspaper is your marketplace, too,

'lot sounding

EMPORARY
0 CONSOLE

e furniture
_

peak music power
ers for full range sound
or, from lows to highs
•aftmanship to give you
:e of furniture
e AM FM FM Stereo
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State Checks
Friction
With Truck

Whatever Your Taste

on wheels,

for GE's exclusive
system to give you
where in your home

Educational
Television
Schedule

THE LEDGER

where advertisers in friendly competition bid for your
attention, with the highlights of their selections and
services. Treat yourself.... read your newspaper.

National Newspaper Week, Oct 5-11
Putting YOUR world in focus . . .
That's the Primary Objective and
Ability of Your Local Newspaper
. . . Published with You in Mind

219"

LEDGER & TIMES

SHELL GAME--American artillerymen prepare to blast suspected Viet Cong positions near Quan Loi, South Vietnam.
Note the sandbag protection.
speed, usually 40 miles per hour, ruples your skidding distance.
Most of the friction curves
the four stage cycle is begun.
A special apparatus sprays water are bent from the upper left
on the pavement directly in front downward to the right. For Kenof the skid wheels. Then braking tucky rock asphalt, however, the
is started. The braking may be curve is less marked and concave which makes it a desirable
natural or locking.
While these steps are taking road material, but impractical
place, a computer-recorder not- because of its cost.
es speed, distance Ifid per cent
Efforts are now being made
of slip between the left and to duplicate its ability to wear
right wheels. Then the brake rather than polish and provide
and water spraying cycles are Kentucky with a substitute that
released and the test is con- will eliminate slippery and dancluded.
gerous roads.
The information is translated
into a skid curve. Since frictiop.
is never a constant, the faster
Jane -Wymarrivid appear in-a
you drive the less protection segment of Fred MacMurray's
you have against skidding. Do b- "My Three Sons- this year.
ling your speed generally -qua
-ud-
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SENSING
THE NEWS

if-

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

TINIt

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

It is the right and duty of the
U. S. Senate to give careful
scrutiny to nominations for the
_ federal bench, especially in view
1-• of past disclosures concerning
" the
activities and associations
SI Of former Supreme Court Justice Abe Fortas. But there is
1 difference between careful sc-- rutiny and an unconscionable
t- • smear, and the latter is the
d'treatment that Senate liberals
reserved for Justice Clement
II- F. Haynsworth, Jr. President
Itixon's second appointee to the
3. S. Supreme Court.
•/- Judge Haynsworth, who has
been on the Fourth U. S. Circuit
of Appeals for 12 years, is noted
for his integrity and dignity. He
proved the former and displayed
the latter during the long and
often ugly hearings in which be
AVIS abused.
NEW YORK .UPI)—There
The abuse directed at Judge are fundamental reasons for
Haynsworth was only partly dir- doubting that the long market
ected at the man himself. As decline has much further to go,
• the judge no doubt understood, Standard & Poor's Corp. says.
his critics in and out of the Sen- Fears of blisinass recession
ate were really trying to hit at the "are probably being overdone,"
region where he was raised and, and inflationary trends are not
beyond that, at the type of dis- likely to be reversed, it adds.
tinguished, fair - minded, succ- The stock market "offers the
essful man he is.
most attractive refuge availaJudge Haynsworth is a model ble to most investors," the firm
- Of the type of American who has says. Sideline funds, which are
built up and maintained the trad- now unusually large, are not
rAtions of the American judiciary likely to stay inactive once the
Ir'at its best. He is a man of mann- realization
spreads that a
ers and good breeding, calm serious business downturn is
a
...Sad restrained in his judgments, not- Air— prospect, the firm
. an accomplished lawyer, a succ- insists,
ess in private business -in short,
respectable, "knitted and not
Evidence Is mounting that a
given it
in rough recession is nearby in fact, iI
and tumble political crusades. not in name, according to Spear
This is the type of man good and Staff Inc. However, "stocks
citizens should want on the Sup- lead recessionary tendencies,
reme Court of the United States. moving down before business
This is the type of* man who tops out and advancing as
hasn't been favored in recent economic conditions deterioryears.
ate," the firm says. Therefore,
The opponents of Judge Hayns- investors need not fear the
worth were enraged because they looming economic slowdown at
weren't getting another rigid- this
point
since
it
was
minded political partisan to succ- "adequately discounted" in the
eed Abe Fortas.
pre-August market slump, the
The maim leaders and militan- analyst adds.
ts have had their way for years.
--They saw the Warren Court packThough short-term prospects
ed with men who were personally are clouded, some bullish news
committed to political dogmas is all the market would need t
and specific protest organizatio- embark on a sustained reversal
ns Big Unionism and the advoc- of its downtrend, according to
ates of social revolution don't Schweickart & Co. If the
-VV"t judges on the Supreme Cou- market adheres to its historical
. 1ft; they want advocates of liberal pattern, it should pass its point
t•eauses. For too long they have of crisis during the next few
'!-Jiad their way.
weeks, the firm says. A slow
The unions got their man on recovery, gaining momentum
the court when Arthur Goldberg, through the coming year, would
former special counsel of the follow.
AF -C10, was appointed to the
--Supreme Court. The NAACP got
McDonnell & Co. believes
its political reward when Thur- that "even after nine months of
good Marshall, its general coun- devastating
deterioration the
Sel, received a place on the market's weak points have not
nation's highest judicial body. been fortified, nor have its
The activist judges brought technical flaws been eradicatIte Supreme Court into disre- ed." The firm says, "Nothing
pute. Americans as a whole saw has changed, not the basic
In the Warren Court a political downtrend, not the market's
'arm of those forces attempting percentage composition of good
* massive political reconstruc- and
bad
stocks, not
its
Ilion of the United States. Thus behavior." Only an easing of
Nixon sought out men fiscal-monetary restrictions can
*o would serve on the Supreme bring about improvement, the
Court as judges, not partisans. firm adds.
the liberals weren't happy with
e Presiden
t's nomination of UNCOVERS SKELETON
dent's
Warren Burger as Chief
Justice, but they didn't feel themKATMANDU, Nepal(UPI)—
selves strong enough to attack
Sherpa guide of the All Japan
him.
Alpine Club has uncovered a
skeleton on Mt. Everest which
In the case of Judge Haynswora veteran British alpinist said
th, the liberals decided they could
was that of John E. Breitenhang him with his regional backbach, an American mountaineer
ground — the fact that he was a
who died in an accident March
Southerner. It seems that a lib23, 1963. Breitenback, of Jackeral can . forgive someone for
son, Wyo., disappeared in a
almost anything except being a
glacier while fixing an aluminSoutherner who hasn't turned his
um ladder at 17,000 feet on the
back on the South and on the U. S.
world's highest peak. He was
Constitution as written.
27.
The liberals further concluded
that they could use against the
judge the fact that he was a man NURSE JAILED
who had shown ability in his
GAZA CITY, Israeli-Occupied
personal business dealings, as
though success were a crime Egypt (UPI)— An Israeli militaand not a sign of achievement. ry court sentenced a United
The people in the country who Nations nurse to three months
are out :o destroy free enter- in prison Tuesday for treating
injured
Arab guerrilla
prise and constitutional govern- an
ment hate the Haynsworths of without Israeli permission. The
be land, the men who have real Egyptian-torn nurse, Fatma el
was
accused of
achievements to their credit and Naguilty,
who have made a mark in life. "maintaining contact with the
It is not hard to imagine what enemy."
kind of country we would have
if all judges in future were men BREAKS SOUND BARRIER
drawn from the ranks of political
TOULOUSE, France (UPI) —
'propagandists and militant agitalion groups —and men of proven The Concorde supersonic transcompetence and personal sub- port (SST) jetliner broke the
stance were excluded from the sound barrier Tuesday for the
judiciary. The free enterprise second
time
in
a week,
system would meet a sudden reaching 730 miles an hour in a
death in. the courts. And that, 110-minute test flight, the Sud
of course Ls one of the chief Aviation .co. said. The plane,
coals of the New Left agitators built jointly by the British and
and their liberal sympathizers the French, first broke the
sound barrier Oct. 1.
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WE CAN FILL YOUR

PRESCRIPTION

UNION SUITS

SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
SIZES : S, M, L, XL

$218

liens kisulated Suits

4
4.
4'•
st,

TWO PIECE SIZES: S.TAT-..:XL
1—
COMPLETELY WASHABLE

.1410.414.

LET THE TEMPERATURE DROP
I iat,

ip .147;
winit THERMAL
SOCKS

Lnu
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$1.00ON
COUP

THIS COUPON

...............,,,
UPON
WORTH $1.00
$1.00

\••\ S.

ON YOUR NEXT NEW

Good

•

GOOD
THR U
OCT.
31, 1969

SIZES: 34 TO 46

$118 to $14

$6.88 & $9.88
4 pr. Po MENS

KETTLE CLOTH

BOOT SOCKS

48t to 6k

Bups

ELECTRIC

;01Thrtiu.969PRESCRIPTIO

PRESENT TIHIS COUPON WITH •
YOUR NEXT NEW PRESCRIPTION

COUPON
S1.00
•\*.

•

COUPON
$1.00

••••'vs%•••\•'•%,•\
‘••‘•

1

Per Yard

INSULIN 040
08
0
SALE
YOUR PRESCRIPTION
IS PRICED LOWER

$

PROTAMINE 690
ZINC
LENTE
SEMI.
LENTE
NPH

1.67

LET US PRICE YOUR NEXT
PRESCRIPTIONS
AT NO OBLIGATION

SAVE WITH SAFE-T

10.5 Oz. With Dispenser
eg. $1.09

SALE

SAVE DEODORANT
'note 51.01
OuitIR0

95058
20-0s.

.4•■•

REG. 519.95
$1 11

12 OZ.

$1 28
13-0e. Con
SALE
Reg. $2.29

Professional Barber

Reg.

TASTE
YOU
WON'T
FORGET

RIGHT GUARD

I

99'

DEVELOPED AND PRINTS

SUCRETS
c"
b
Recommended by many
doctors for fast temporary
relief of minor pain

12 EXPOSURE ROLL

tassueseisrut Lamm

Con

mid el mar IN mrom pow
Nal*al *or eftens

,
4 11.444.4 41.•

U se

AMI

SLEEP*

No Narcotics • Not Habit Forming
a. es

Reg. $149

Reg.
$1.98
$1

a 28

Style

SOMinex

Hair Spray
•••••••

III

50Z.
LARGE SIZE
RETAIL 89e

ULTRA
BRITE 49t

TOOTHPASTE SALE

20 EXPOSURE SLIDES
50' MOVIE
FILM

.7

I

Regular, Super
Hold & Unscented

SALE 590
16 oz.

t..

\\‘‘‘\•••.‘).••••\\\•\‘‘,..,\\•\••

Single Bed - Single Control
Double Bed — Single Control
Double Bed —DUAL Control
1 Yr.
Guar'

SILK 'N SATIN
Hand and Body Lotion

-

•

BR
OX
OD
EN
T
RI
OP
AN
99
$9.88 to $11.48
E
L
E
C
T
O
T
H
BRU
SH
ANTACID
PACQUINS
ILLETTE
I'
88
54c
P11
010
FIN
ISH
ING
TROL Sore Throat)COLOR
1
$2
"
FI
LM
SHAVE CREAM
tic:RF:rs
CO
LO
R
PR
OC
ES
SI
NG
390
KODACHROME or EXTACHROME'157
om
in
ex
FOR 10000 S4FE
50 per cent Polyester
50 per cent Cotton

EX
on
hea
tan
er,

'.
,

WE FILL STATE AID PRESCRIPTION

SUEDES, AND VINYLS

MENS

f 4-B
eheleciGlidelli
Canhal
to c
ing
uld
iron
BUS
: . 1Swe
teil
'i, way
1
eoev
:Own
Will
• bid.

NO MATTER WHO YOUR
DOCTOR 15
YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR
PHARMACIST
JUST AS YOU CHOOSE YOUR
DOCTOR
SAVE WITH SAFE . T

18c to $139
MENS THERMAL

tree
Hos
eat
bed
kik
Test
Ph
er,
NEI

1

GIRLS

LEATHERS, KNITS

1

IlLA.1.1311XICTIali I f-Tir

Gloves or The
MENS Entire Family

Wall Street
Chatter

ft

zr

• ••••••••••\'

in the Congress and the liberal
news media.
What really lies behind the
attacks on Judge Haynsworth is
hatred of the capitalism system
and of the constitutional system
that nourishes it for the benefit
of future generations. Judge Haynsworth is simply a convenient
target for those who are determined to prevent the federal
courts from returning to the
strict impartiality that the founding fathers intended the courts
would uphold and practice.

m•
2:30 to 6:30 o. m.

TT

880

MOUNTAIN MIST
QUILTING BATTS
GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY

1),

•ft. THE ORDEAL OF A JUDGE
ft.
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OCT013E1i 9 190
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Boy,S4/17fravie

NOTICE

11710,1Amtgn4
mow na
Reel Ilatate For Sale

Reel islet. Per MN

AUTOS FOR SALO

NOTICII

TVs and STEREOS
WE HAVE a few places Hilted BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick, 1968 OLDSMORILF 98 four door WILL THE PERSON who took
where the owner is anxious to completely carpeted, lots of hardtop with factory air and the bronze container with an
sell. Make us an offer an one of closets. Locabed approximately vinyl roof. All power. 1968 GTO artificial camellia afrangernent
these.
10 miles from Murray in Pur- with black vinyl roof and his from the grave of Robert .1
(1). EXCEPTIONALLY nice 3- year, Tenn. Unbelievaly low and her transmission. Cain and Williams at the Murray CemeOnly CURTIS-MATHES gives you the 8-Year Pro Rate
bedroom, 2-bath home on Ky. price of $13,000 with a loan Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of tery please return it to the
Picture Tube Warranty. 2 Full Years -6 Years Pro-Rate.
121. Large foyer, formal din- approved for $12,000.
0-10-C grave.
1TC
0th red Main.
ing room, completely carpeted. 3-BEDROOM BRICK, 2 ceramic
Yes.... Our CURTIS-MATHES Has Total
Kitchen has all built-ins you baths, carpeting, family room, 1968 PONTIAC Catalina with
Automatic Color!
can think of. Over 2000 sq. ft. centred heat and air. A top factory air, black vinyl roof
of floor space. You need to see quality home in a fine new and double power. 1967 ChryFIVE COLLEGE boys needed
inside this house to truly ap- subdivision.
sler 300 four door hardtop.
part time. $50.00 to $15.00 Per
Gold
GET
RID
OS
Factory air and all power.
preciate the fine quality.
week. See Mr. Roper at The
3-BEDROOM BRICK, 1% Cera- with black vinyl roof. Cain and
PESTS
Ken Bar Inn, Thursday, Octo(2). 9 ACRE FARM on 641. Spac- mic baths, carpeting, central
Taylor Gulf Station Corner of
ber 9th at 8:00 p. m.
0-0-C
ious country home with radiant heat and air. In city school
0-10-C
6th and Main.
heat, large den, 3 bedrooms, district.
FAST, HONEST & RELIABLE REPAIR SERVICE
formal dining room. Plenty of NEAT AS A PIN 3-bedroom 1966 CHEVY II station wagon.
WANTED: Experienced dinner
EXPERTS ON COLOR
ROACHES
room for horses. Enjoy city frame home on well-kept corn- V-8 automatic
cook, short order cook, dishwith power
Phone 753 5865
312 North 4th Street
Carry Germs
comforts in the country.
machine operator. Must be neat,
er lot in Hazel. Priced to sell. steering. 1966 Chevrolet L131SPIDERS
(3). Nice, very inexpensive 2- 2-BEDROOM FRAME home on paLa two door hard top. Cain
efficient and dependable. Full
bedroom frame home on 121. corner of US 641 and KY. 464, and Taylor Gulf Station. CornAre Poison
time work. No phone calls. ApTIRMITES
This house can be purchased at Almo Heights.
ply in person Colonial House
0-10-C
er of 6th and Main.
SALO
FOR
FOR
SAUK
cheaper than you could build. 2-BEDROOM STUCCO home on
Eat Your Home
Smorgasbord.
013-C
(4). Spacious home located in 1 acre lot, located in Almo 1966 BUICK Skylark with fac1988 VICEROY trailer, 12' a 48',
tory air, double power and conLocally owned and operat- bested at University Heights DINETTE SET, couch and two WANTED: Women to work for
one of Murray's finer subdivi- Heights. Pniced $6,500.
sions. This house has a library, 2 ACRE building site, with lots sole in the floor. 1967 Chrysler ed for 30 years. We can be Trailer Court. Phone 753-8291 end tables. Will sell cheap. cosmetic firm. Unlimited op3 bedrooms, den, and a com- of blacktop frontage, near Ken- New Yorker, four door hardtop, reached 34 hours a day.
0-11-C portunity. For interview come
after 10:00 a. in.
0-18-C Phone 753-6624.
to Mid-Towner Friday, October
pletely built-in kitchen. Own- tucky Lake. Prize drastically with factory air, vinyl roof and
Call Today For FREE
10 from 9:00 a. m. till 5:00
4
-BURNER
gas,
ceunter
top
power
Cain
steering
and
brakes.
NICE
COPPERSKIN
sweet
powith
part
sell
or
lease
er
will
sell.
' EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
reduced as owner must
I napoction
Stove,
$25.00.
Call
0-9-P
Corn492-8304.
and
Taylor
Station.
P.
In.
Gulf
tatoes.
Please
bring
your
eondown
towards
on South 16th. Has baseboard of rent going
2 ACRES with 30' z 36' comPhone 7S3-2114
0-10-C
Wrier'. Cooper Jones at Jones'
heat, airconditioning, large payment.
mercial building. Located in er of 6th and Main.
0-11-P
WAITRESS
WANTED,
day
Member Chamber of
Mill. Phone 247-5283.
04-C
. family room. Range, dishwash- (5). NEED 3 bedrooms cheap? Hazel.
AUL Apply in person at the
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88 four door
Commerce and Builders
641
south
and
This
one
is
on
furndouble
tastefully
carport with
' er, disposal,
4 ACRES with
University Inc.
hardtop with factory air and
0-0-C
Association LCP 195
SERVICES OFFERED
' large outside storage room, listed for $8,500.
ished home and trailer park power. 1968 Buick LaSehre four
SPINET PIANO: Wanted, renow
holm,.
YOUNG
MEN and women, 18
whalltoevall carpet, lot 95' x WELL CARED for 3-bedroom providing opportunity for pro- door sedan with factory air and
sponsible party to take over low WILL CONTRACT
General repair work and addi. to 38 can earn an extra $60.00
e 200' and is priced at less than frame house. Has transferable ducing income. located near double power. Black vinyl roof.
monthly payments on a spinet
to $100.00 per week. Great for
loan at 5%. The paymeote Kentucky Lake.
$24,000.00. '
piano. Can be seen locally. lions. Phone 7534366.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
ootAo.c factory workers, college stuLARGE 11-BOOM ft:erne house are cheaper than rent. A real 5 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick Corner of 0th and Ram. 0-10-C
Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
dents, etc. Meet Mr. Vander• located on corner Miller and good buy at $15,000.
on gravel road, near Murray
Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
mark at 8:00 p. m., Thursday,
'PROFESSIONAL
resident'A. 17th St. Has full basement, ga- RENTAL PROPERTY % block Owner will consider selling ad- 1966 PLYMOUTH Fury I fouro-11-1"
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray. October 9th at the Ken Bar
door sedan. 1961 Buick Skylark
rage, carport, furnace heat, 1% from the University. 3 apart- ditional acreage if desired.
Phone 753,1114
USED SPINET Piano. Lonardo References. Free
0-9-C
estimates Inn.
. baths. Has nice income, $18,- ments are bringing in $235 per 13% ACRES and 3-bedroom with factory air and double powPiano Co. Your complete music Phone 753-3485.
month. Can be bought for only brick home located on Hwy. 121 er. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaOct. 21-C
000.00.
Located 100 Se. 13th S.
DING-DONG! Christmas selling
store. Across from the Post Oftion. Corner of 6th and Main.
west, 8 miles from Murray.
3-BEDROOM brick on Calloway $15,500.
SEMI-RETIRED man would like Starts early with Avon-earn
fice. Paris, Tenn.
0-10-C
0-10-C
Avenue 1 block from College CUTE 2-BEDROOM cottage in 45 ACRES, % farmland, % timjob as night watchman or jani- $$$for your Christmas in spare
e campus. This house has ear- Lakeway Shores on Ky. Lake. ber, good Mock pond. Ism than
USED SINGER sewing machine tor. Best references. Phone 753- time near your home. Start
1962 CHEVY U Nova two door
furniture
is
antique
Beautiful
r_ '• . ,electric heart, utility and
11001 acre.
with Zig-Zag and all regular at- 8386.
hardtop. 1985 Falcon two door
13-C now. Call -or write Mrs. Evelyn
" 52 ACRES with
Weirraom
carpert. Immediate possession. included for just $10,600.
tachments. Sews perfectly and• is
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady
brick in brick home, located in Cold sedan six, cylinder automatic.
• .ON PEGGY ANN DRIVE a lot El WANT 2-atory
fully guaranteed. Cash price
Cain and-le/year Gulf Station.
Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064,
tasteThis
home
is
Kingwood.
farm.
utiliextraordinary
all
the
city
water.
An
with
90 x 138'
$24.50 or payments may be arCorner
of
fith
and
Main.
0-10-C
965-3363
II-0-10-C
blue
decanted
in
antique
fully
140 ACRES, 2 houses, 2 wells,
• ties and paved street for $2651).
ranged. Write giving phone
1 NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with with hints of gold and white. 2 tobacco beasts, small stock 1964 FORD Fairiene station waWANTED-Experienced
booknumber to Martha Hopper, GenNo Jobs to Small' or Large
I central heat _arid aincondition- The intercom also has AM-FM barn. Priced $175 / acre.
gon. 1965 Buick LaSabre four
keeper for PAEOC. Salary $450
eral Delivery, Murray, Ky.
to be Appreciated
; log, carpet, entrance hall, radio. Let us show you this 158 ACRES located 5 miles door sedan, locally owned. Cain
leer. month. Applications should
0-10-NC
southwest of Crossland, Tenn and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn" range, 2 baths, carport, patio beauty.
Free Estimates
Be in on / or before October 9,
3
-Bedroom
brick
on
CataNICE
and porch priced to sell $25,Priced $170 / acre. Owner will er of 6th and Main.
Contact:
0-10-C
1969. An Equal Opportunity Erni
lina.
• 750.00.
finance.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
0-8-C
PloYer.
ON KIRKWOOD a 100 ft lot NEW 3-bedroom brick on Park- COMMERCIAL LOTS on So. 4th 1967 CANER°. Gold with black
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Ctr.
land,
vinyl
$16,500.
roof,
automatic
transmiswide
homes
to
175'
GIRL
to
work
by
nice
brick
From
80'
in
restaurant
t surrounded
Street.
Your complete music store.
207 Maple Street
NEW 3-bedroom
brick
on and up to 250' deep. On east sion, 327 motor and console in
nights doing waitress and cashfor $3500.
Across from post office, Paris,
7
5
3
6
5
8
3
the
Keeneland.
floor.
1959
Chrysler four
ier work. Apply in persan atter
or west side of highway.
WE HAVE a nice office with
Tenn.
letween
100
a.
m.
and
four p. m. at Daniel Boone
3 rooms, central heat and air- THINKING of a small home? RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Murray door sedan. 1962 Pontiac four
H-0-9-C
500 a. in.
Chicken 'n Beef, Chestnut
conditioning, carpet, located at We have 2 mobile homes com- or Hazel, in the suburbs or at door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
BABY SWING on stand. Never
plete with furniture for just the lake.
505 Main Street.
Street.
0-11-C
am-t
been used. Seat can also 'be
LOST & FOUND
WeLL have a EXTRA fie* $28Q0 each.
,111 KeedUcke or Termemee, TO Main.
WORRIED
used
about
Amuse!
for
as
car
seat.
Phone 753- I WOULD LIKE to keep a
2-bedroom duplex on Circarema COMMERCIAL and Residential BUY-see us, TO SELL-list 1963 FORD Galaxie four door LOST - Five month old male
6145.
04-C child, part time, in my home. Christmas or special occasions?
Drive for rent the 1st of No- Lots:
with us.
BEAUTIFUL
Sherwood FULTON YOUNG Realty, 40, sedan. 1949 Chevrolet pick-up collie. Lost in vicinity of Story
Call 753-7207.
0-9-P Work at your own convenience.
vember. Has wall-to-wall car- (1).
truck. Cain and Taylor Gulf Ave. and 13th St. Child's pet. 300 BALES good Wheat hay.
Forest.
Six Hours per week. Phone
pet, central heat and air-condiand Maple Streets. Office phone Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
436-2289.
0-9-NC WILL DO IRONING in my 753-3056.
0-13-C Call
Call 753-4996.
0-15-C
tioning, utility, carport, rents (2). ON CALLOWAY, 75' x 100% 753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
0-10-t
home. Experienced. Phone 753for $125.00. Also large house (3). Railroad Ave. 190' x 100'. Young 753-4046, R. B. PatterGIRL'S
CLOTHES: Dresses, 4516.
0-9-C
WANTED TO BUY
•
12th and Main for rent $100.00 (4). NEAR stockyards, 105' x eon 438-5897, Ishmael Stinson
skirts, sweaters, slacks, size 10.
NOTICE!
180'.
Two coats, size 7 and 10. La- FLOORS CLEANED, waxed, WANTED: Home trailer.
per month.
753-1334.
Phone
dies full length suede coat with buffed, home or office. By day 753-4837.
GOOD 3-bedroom brick near (5). LOTS for duplexes or a0-11-C
0-0-P
mink trim, size 10. Three-piece week or month. Window clean
Green Plains Church. Has large partments, Wells Blvd. Ext.
WANTED:
butte knit suit, size 10. Phone lag. Call 753-3096.
Used
den, carport, electric heat and LARGE HOME with garage a
baby
bed,
good
TFC
FOR MINT
753-5899.
condition. Call 753-5299. 04-P
is priced at $18,500.00. Can be partment on Ky. 121 West.
04-C
SAWS FILED: Pinking shears
financed with no down payment Look it over and make us an TWO-BEDROOM mobile home.
BE gentle, be kind, to that ex- and scissors sharpened. Small WANTED: Single garage door,
to eligible veteran on VA Dir- offer.
Couple or boys. Apply in perpensive carpet, clean it with appliance service. 512 South 8 feet wide, 7 feet high. Phone
NEED A FARM???
rect loan.
son only. See Brandon Dill at
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- 12th. Phone 753-8067.
70
ACRES,
ITC
good
barn,
pond
0-10-P 435-5302.
and
NOW is a good time to buy
Dill Trailer Court after 4:00
pooer $1. Big K.
0-11-C
a house and ROBERTS REALTY spring, partly fenced and sow- p. m. Located at Murray Driveed down. Can be bought for
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
is a good re nee to buy R. Call
TIC
in entrance.
$7,000.00!!!
LARGE complete HO electric
Hoyt or Ray Roberts at 753- 55 ACRES,
well fenced, excel- UPSTAIRS tumid:led apartment.
train, excellent condition, $30.
1651 or mine by and see as at
lent pasture. This farm also has Phone 753-5950 or 753-3930.
Incomplete Lionel Train, $15.
505 Main Street.
0-11-C a
real good 3-bedroom brick
0-0-C
Call 753-6977 after 3:00 p.
home. $21,000 will buy it all.
0-9-P
HOUSE on three acres of land, TOP NOTCH 70-acre farm. Room HOUSE at 203 So. 0th Street.
seven miles out of town on May- for cattle and farming
Phone
753-3911
04-C
GREY MOHAWK wool rug. One
too.
field Highway 121. Phone 753- Spring fed creek. Brick
15' x 20', one 9' x 13', two 12' x
home SIX-ROOM unfurnished apart04-C
5860 or 753-3930.
with fireplace in den.
14'. Phone 753-5671 daytime;
ment, air conditioned, carpet753-3430. nights.
0-11-NC
FOR SALE OR TRADE: House 50 ACRES well fenced. 3-bed- ed. Call 753-8175.
04-C
Thirteen miles from Murray, Two bedrooms, den. $95.00
and five acres, on black top room frame has fireplace and
per month, utilities included.
Maytag
wringerUSED
ROUND
NICE
big
2
country
-BEDROOM
kitchen.
trailer.
AlYou
can
road, dose in. Phone 753-7456
type washer. Excellent condiso 150 Honda for sale. Call
0-13-P own all this for $19,500.
after 4:00 p. m.
Call Mr. Freeland - McKenzie, Tenn.
tion. Phone 753-5757.
04-P
10 ACRES on blacktop road 753-3328.
0-10-P
352-3805, after 8:00 p.m.
Two-bedroom
OWNER:
BY
with 2-bedroom frame, $11,000.
GOOD USED GE refrigerator,
house, carport. 3% acres of 10 ACRES with nice brick home. 12' WIDE two-bedroom air-conollc
black and white TV, study taditioned mobile home. Located
land, stock barn, corn crib and Ideally located for
subdividing.
marking
machine
ble,
Monarch
other storage building. Locat- What would this be worth to at Waldrop Trailer Court. Call
and one display table. Phone
753-5953 or inquire at 701 Sycaed three miles from city limits you$$$??
753-6287
after 3:00 p. in. 041-C
more
Street.
Answer to Yesterday's Punt.
0-9-P
Phone 753-2925.

Shop and Compare . . .
Quality, Price and Warranty

18 Months Free Home Service
. . . Not 1 Year!
Big Discount On All '70 Model TVs

I
WLIIMSLM16110M

COUPON
$1.00

69
1.67
IR NEXT
ONS
PION

:ID

WANTED. RBA Route Man to
write orders and service Health
and Beauty Aid departments
in retail stores. Eoanoline truck
furnished. Home at night. Salairy and all expenses paid.
Starting salary $100.00 per
week. High School education
required. Reside in or near Slur
ray, Kentucky or Paris, Tennessee. For additional Information.
applicants please write or phone
Tam Brizendine, J. Zinsmeister Company, P. 0. Box 427,
Greenville, Kentucky, phone
502/338-2854.
04-C

CURT1S-MATHES
UAL ISTAYS FOR SALE

I

GOOD
THRU
OCT,
31, 1969

WANTED 145 citizens in Almo
.district to join Almo PTA.
0-8-C

HOME OF BEAUTIFUL

I

UPON
$1.00

NOLP WANTED

TV SERVICE CENTER

EXTRA SPECIAL a 2-bedroom
frame house on lot 122' by 180'.
Has large shade trees, waillto. wall carpet in living room and
bedrooms, new vinyl inlaid in
kitchen, hall and bath, new
Tappan range, fireplace Nvith
gas logs, built-in air-conditioner, $8,000.00 full price.
NEW three-bedroom brick in
Canterberry Estate. This house
has everything that could be
desired in a home except the
cook. Owner will trade for
cheaper house or farm.
' 4-BEDROOM brick, we have 3
' to choose from. If you are looking for a larger home you should see these they are priced
from $24,600.00 to $31,500.00.
BUSINESS HOUSE located at
Stella. This place is on Highway 121 and is ideal for ga.
rage, clean-up shop or could be
. converted to any type business,
' Owner is very anxious IA sell.
e Will consider any reasoniable

PTION

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 9.1969

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

Ken-Ten
BUILDING
SUPPLIES

-PANELING,

BLACK TOP PAVING

'

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

o-loc

FOR RENT
MODERN FARM HOME IN TENNESSEE

SAFT-BILT

?"

044.

26-ACRE FARM on Gibbs Road. MOBILE HOME, three bedWhite 3-bedroom frame house rooms, 1%
baths, automatic
16 acres of corn base. Owner washer, furnished. Mobile lionib
Is asking only $18,000.
Village, phone 753-3895. 0-13-C
BIG OLD 4-bedroom country
SMALL
FURNISHED apartment
house. Owner wants to move
at 407 South 0th. Phone 753to town. Make us an offer.
AUTOS FM SALO
5% ACRES at Dexter. Has good 5010. If no answer call 7531538.
0-13-P
Ford highway frontage for beautiful
REPOSSESSION. 1966
home
sites.
NICE rURNISHED apartment
Galaxie two door hardtop. Good
WE HAVE MANY beautiful for four
girls. Available Nocondition. Make bid. Can be
home
sites
an
Kentucky
Lake: vember 1st. Phone 753-3108 afseen at 204 South 4th Street,
BEAUTIFUL lake view lot at ter 4:00 p. in.
0-14-C
Murray, Monday through Friday. Pine Bluff
Shores.
04C
2 LOTS close to beach in Lake- APARTMENT. A combination
for four girls. Phone 753-1518.
9t
1134 DODGE, %ton pick-up way Shores.
0-10-C
-8. Has two new tires. Please WATERFRONT lot at Lakeway.
BEAUTIFUL wooded hillside
753-5860 or 753-3930.
UNFURNISHED
two-bedroom
0-9-C near Cypress Creek.
MANY others at Lakeway and duplex apartment. $80.00 per
month. Phone 753-5517 or 4351968 VOLKSWAGEN, runs per- Pine Bluff.
fect, $550.00. Call 753-4440.
WE ARE FORTUNATE to have 5791.
0-10-C
0-13-C listed a piece of property with
the beat income per invest1959 RAMBLER two door. Good ment you can find.
The owner
condition.
Good
gas mileage.
lives in one of the 6 apart0-11-C ments and
Phone 753-8633.
stth takes in clew
1965 PLYMOUTH Motion wa- to $500 per month. We will be
gon. Standard shift. In very glad to discuss this one with
good condition. Phone 753-8035. you.
0-11-C 2-BEDROOM home with 2 apartments in building behind
thome. Fully furnished and on
also
'66
'88 GMC 3/4 Pickup,
quiet street. Ideal for young
Mustang 2 plus 2, 289, auto- heouple needing income. Priced
matic. power steering and fac- right.
tory air. Phone 753-6420. 0-10-P WILSON INSURANCE, Real
1950 FORD Station Wagon, V-8, Estate and Auction Company,
automatic. Alai 1967 Chevro- 202 South 4th Street, Murray,
Phone
753-3203
let Van, long wheel bads Phone Kentucky,
0-10-C
0-10-C
753-8359.
OWNER: Two-bedroom
BY
frame house. Electric heat, fenced in back yard, close to University and grade school. Phone
TFC
753-8719.

TIRES

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

GET
ATTENTION

MUM mnomn
WORM mamma
MOOR OPDOU MR
OMM OPOUB OUIR
UO MOMOU MINH
WOOMOU ROOM
OMON MOM
60000 0000UMU

3 Deteats
overwhelmingly
(slang)
1 Moccasin
4
Away,
4-Ancient
5 Flexible
7-Talk idly
6-Mock
12-Be 'ill
COLDSPOT refrigerator. Good 13 Enemy
7 In favor of
8 Evaluates
$15.00. 14 Speeds
condition,
running
9-Performs
Phone 489-2106.
0-10-C 15 Artificial
10 Golf mounds
language
11 Slave
with 16 Neglected
BLANKET
ELECTRIC
17 Girl's name
dual controls for double bed 18 Amount owed
19 Allowance for
20 Title of
and Sunbeam ten speed elecwaste
respect
23 Muse of poetry
tric mixer bowls and fruit juic- 21 Actualbeing
32 Frolics
43 Portico
0-10-C 22 Those who raise 24 lilt
er. Phone 436-2380.
34 Satiate
46 Scottish
25 Music as
cattle
37
written
Choice
island
VINYL UPHOLSTERED living 25-Beef animal
26 Siamese native 39 Board game
47 Antlered
27 Greek letter
room suite. New, $75.00 See at 28 Beverage
40-Paramour
animal
28 Man's name
41 Clan
804 Bread Extended after 3:30 31 Intractable
49 Born
29 Confederate
general
42 Rod holding
50 Period of
0-1 •
p. m.
person
tune
velvets
30 Worm
33-Passageways
LIVING ROOM mite and Frig- 35-Three-toed
1 1 3 ..•.• 4 5 6 :::. 7 • 9
sloths
idaire stove. Very good condi
icilot 14
12
•ii 1 3
tion. Must sell. 504 North 4th 36-Also
38-Wise persons
Street after five p. in. 0-1017
39 The whole
15
X:16
41-Band worn
15
19 •e? 20
around waist
SAVE Big! Clean rugs and up- 44.Parent-Teacher
. .....
24
22
Rent
Lustre.
Blue
holstery with
Organization
(abbr )
electric shampooer $1. Western
27
26
•
''''.42111
!..:•.
Auto. Home of "The Wishing 45 Goddess of
discord
34
31
0-11-C
37 eee 33
Well".
48-Broad
.
.:••
51 Negative
36
35
HUBERT'S ANTIQUE SHOP- 52 Near
..d.,
Buy and sell daily. Round din- 53 Above (poet )
%.- .dr ••• 39
,Z; •,,, ••;9*
ing table (Cawfwt), wash
54 Tie-,a del
al 42 43
,3
4`,;;..24
ruegan Indian
matching dining ehai

polio mum nn

YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE .

It will pay you to

check on the price of these tires!

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR

10-11,

29 30

.

GULF.STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main

9

MO

75

Phone 753 5862

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

•

./

ACROSS

GOM MORO onm
HU HOMO MOU
ORUMW FIRMOMU
URVTU OVUOH

it

19

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HAY: Eleven acres of good
clean jap hay. For sale on the
stump. Lee Bolen Kirisey, 4890-14-C
3741.

4

stands,
china cabinets, spinning wheel
clocks, secretary desk, organs,
hanging lamps, lamp shades an
all lamp parts. Hubert's An
tique Shop, Route 2, Murray
0-11-9

55 Plague
56 New Deal
agency (init
57 Scold
DOWN
1.RemunerMW
7 Assistant

411
52
55

L.:'"
'
49

I
f.
.. se

r''' '
464.7

50
34

.„

57
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11... First In Color TV!

So

You are sure to be
a Winner with an

In
Cal

Unitec

RCA
COLOR
TV

Two
Con
Two ea
fore the
last nighl
Ions cone
lation for
tucky Mt
legislation
ier for c
would re:
which noi
Mayor Ho
Guy Lot

Don't Miss
a SINGLE Game of the

WORLD SERIES

[ECM
Color TV

269.00
Color TV you can carry

Easy to carry (weighs only 40 lb.), but with a powerful 21,500volt New Vista® Color chassis for extra-brilliant color pictures.
Super Bright Hi-Lite Color tube.

Color TV

Color TV
Automatically
Fine-tunes
Itself!
Here's fiddle-free Color
TV. Automatic Fine
Tuning (AFT.) locks in
the correct fine tuning
electronically. Glareproof tube with locked-in
color purity.
The BRADFIELD
Model GL-666
23' dia.., 295 sq. in. picture

549.95 WI

771111,111,
,

488.00

vT.

About ell
several thi
then we
Kosher Pa
promising,
ow what
41111rhe heck i
chit chew
illthat out. ft
lac Dill Pi
t

So we get
lents togeI
are scrum
time when
feeling. Re
however, 1
what fillin
better not
That Gatti
er will p]
you go.

The SCHUYLER
Model GL•621
23' Mag., 295 su. In. picture

SS SOU

Sch
ger $

e retniw
ua kid, I
wor Ken
*curds wl
luring WI

WT

You Can DOUBLE
Your Enjoyment by

Ti,. BRANDON
Model GL-620
23' disc. 291 sq. in. pictur•

We stick
try and t
bunch of
ourself, we
the refrige

Now cent(
is the firs
ray Civic
The Houst

Giant-screen
upright Color—
value price!
Famous New Vista*
picture quality with
locked-in color purity.
Automatic chroma
control keeps color
intensity the way you
want it 25000-volt
chassis.

Last nigh1
times whe
lng for a
some kind
ing. U tl
eaten for

Thit-IFA Special Buy lust for
You Baseball Fans. - Check These
Features And See Why RCA is No.
+ GIANT 295 SQ. IN. PICTURE
THE LARGEST TUBE MADE
+"FIDDLE FREE" AUTOMATIC
FINE TUNING
+ ALL MAPLE CABINET •
+ 25,000 VOLT CHASSIS
+ SOLID STATE TUNER

The URBANITE
Model EM-417
14 chag.. 102 sq. in. pictur•

11=4.

Series Priced

See

(Castle

(PRICES GOOD ONLY DURING
THE WORLD SERIES.

WEAT1
United

Increasim
west today
with slight
showers w
Saturday
continued
showers al
spreading
of state by
today in th
the 00s an
In the 50s.

Watching

•RCA COLOR TV

PIVII
empers
h
5Wedo de
it but n
111Fd east
rning co
week. Nor
Normal lo
Rainfall
half inch
of showers
ly next wo

A COMPLETE SELECTION OF ALL STYLES
ARE ON DISPLAY NOW. WARD & ELKINS HAS
THE SERVICE THAT INSURES
PERFORMANCE.

P

,-miiseeihmoreeeememike.

+ EASY TERMS
+ FREE HOME TRIAL

ARD &ELKINS

"ON THE SQUARE"

MURRAY, KY.

Phone 753-1713

Kentuck:
up 0.1. b
0.2; no ga

+ NO PAYMENTS DUE
UNTIL 1910

Bark ley
stationary,
0.2.

Sunrise
Moon re

'A

r
.

